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51ST CONGRESS,

1st Session.

l

SENATE.

§

{

Ex.Doc.
No. 2.

LETTER
FROM

THE SECRETARY · OF THE INTERIOR,
TRANSMITTING

Report of the survevor-general of New Mexico on private land claim Jose
Garcia, No. 160.

DECEMBER

4, 1889.-Referred to the Committee on Private Land Claims, and ordered
·
to.be printed. ·

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, December 2, 1889.
Sm: In pursuance of the requirements of the eighth section of the
act of Congress approved July 22, 1854 (10 Stat., 308), I have the honor
to transmit herewith for Congressional action the report of the United
States surveyor-general for New Mexico on the private land claim• in
that Territory known as the Jose Garcia, No. 160; also a copy of a letter, <lated March 2, 1889, from the Commissioner of the General Land
Office to the Department, transmitting the report.'
Very respectfully,
JOHN W. NOBLE,'
Secretary.
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE.

DEPARTMENT OF THE lN'.!:'EJUOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
·Washington, D. 0., March 2, 1889~
Sm: I have tbe honor to transmit herewith for submission to Congress the report in duplicate of the surveyor-general for New Mexico,
under the eighth section of the act of Congress approved July 22, 1854
(10 Stats., 308), on the private land claim of Jose Garcia, No. 160 . .
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. M. S'.I.'OCKSL,AGER,
Oommissioner.~
Hon. WILLIAM F. YILA.S,
Secretary of the Interior.
S. Ex.1.-1
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PRIVATE L AND CLAI M OE' JOSE GARCIA.
CLAIMANT'S PETITION TO SURVEYOR-GENERAL.

'l'o the Honorable GEORGE

w.

J ULIAN,

United State1:; Snrveyor-Gencral for the Territory of New lJlexico:

Your petitioner, the undersigned, Mariano S. Otero, a resident of the county of Bernalillo in the Territory of New Mexico, respectfully shows:
(1) That he is the present claimant of a certain land grant, or priva_te land claim, in
the Territory of New Mexico, originally vested in one Capt. J os6 Garcia, l;>y means of a
grant made by or under the authority of the King of Spain, and hereinafter more particul arly described.
,
.
.
.
(2) That the said grant was mad~ by o~ unoer the authority of the Kmg_~f Spa!n to
the said Capt . .Jos6 Garcia at some time pr10r to the :year 1762; but your pet1t1oner 1s not
ab le to state more particularly the date of the said grant.
(3) Your petitioner claims that the title to t~e s~id gra1;1t ~n your peti~ioner is absolute and perl'eci ; that all the ]ands embraced w1thm the hm1ts of the said grant were
duly segregated from the public domain of Spain, and delive!ed to the said origin~l
gran tee in private ownership, pursuant to the terms of the said grant; that the sa1d
lands thereupon became, and they have ever since remained, and they now are, private
property, duly vesterl by force of the said grant first in the said original grantee, and
since in bis legal represcntati ves, and now in your petitioner, as the present legal representat ive, or as:sign, of the said Jose Garcia, and all others deriving under him t it le to
t he said lands prior to the conveyance to your petitioner hereinafter set forth .
( 4) While, according to. the laws, customs, and usages of Spain in force in the royal
province of New Mexico at the time of making th e said grantr as well as long subsequently, the original grant and act of juridical possession, the same bei ng a public
record or the natnre of a royal patent at common law, were kept as a record in the royal
archives of Spain, either in the city of Santa Fe, N: Mex., or at some other place to your
petitioner unknown, and the said royal archives of Spain, so far as they were t o be found
with in the limits of Mexico or of any of its states, provinces, territories, or dependencies,
came into the po.ssession, control , and custody of the Mexican authorities a.fter the Mexican revolution which resulted in the indenenclence of Mexico and her separation from
Spain; and after the cession of New :Mexico to t he United States under the treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo: the same records, so far as they were still to be found in the public
archives of Mexico, and especially so far as,theywere still to be found in tbe proper Me xicpn office at Santa Fe aforesaid, were by the Mexican authorities duly turned over to the
possession, c11stody, and control of the Government of the United States; and then and
always thereafter it was the duty of the United States duly to provide for the safety,
preservation, and registry of the said public archives.
Nevertheless, the United States has fai led in that duty to such an extent t hat , without any fault whatever on the part of Mexican grantees and other private parties hold•·
ing and claiming private property on the faith of solemn titles derived from Spain and
Mexico to lands within New Mexico, evidenced by the records contained withi n tbe
said public archives, the said public archives and records have been despoiled. m utilated,
l ost, mislaid, thrown away, sold, and otherwise wrongfully dispo[,led of by the very officers of government to whose care, custody, and supposed fidelity the same have been
from time to time committed by the United States, and especially by Governor Pile,
wbo destroyed and lost a vast quantity ofthe·said archives and records then n,nd there
in his official care and custody, and also caused another large part thereof to l1e publicly
sold as waste paper for nominal considerations, and upon such public sale delivered and
distributed the same to numerous private persons who thereupon used the same as waste
paper, such as wrapping-paper in retail shops and in other like wasteful modes, un t il
now the same are substantially all destroyed, concealed, or lost, to the great prej udice
of the freeholders and other claimants of real estate in this Tenitory.
And, in addition to t he gross carelessness aforesaid of the said Government officiais of
t h e United States, the said 42fficials having the care and custody of the Eaid archi ves::md
records failed to prepare or keep fair and truthful indices of the various papers in th e
said archives and records, and, although they prepared indices and copies of a part <1fthc
aid pal?ers, they failed dul y to keep and preserve even such partial indices and copie!'l,
hut, on the contrary, were so negligent in the· premises that n, great part of the sa'id i r: dice and records has been taken or los~ out of the custody of the said officials.
Your petitioner further shows, upon his intorruation and belief, that the original grant
and act of juridical po sesBion aforesaid o-'. ' the said grant heing the record title <lf the
same, although the same were part of the said archives and records delivered by Mexico
to the United , tates upon the said cession and committ ed as a trust to the care anrl custody o~ the Government of the U nited State:, have been destroyed or Jost, in manner
aforesaid , by the Government of the l nited States and its officers, but without any
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wrong, frauc1, fault, or negligence imputable to the private owners of the saicl granted
lands.
But your petitioner further shows that, according to the laws, customs, a-pd usages of
Spain, a duplicate of the said original grant and act of juridical possession, which duplicate is known in the civil law as a teslimonio, was delivered by or under the authority
of the King of Spain to the sain Capt. Jose Garcia, to serve him as an absolute muniment of title to the said lands, which duplicate or testimon'io was thereupon accepted by him
and held by him as his said muniment of title until his death, and upon his death, the
same duly and lawfully came into the possessiou of his widow Gregoria Baca, and on the
22d day of August, A. D. 17!36, was delivered by her to her eldest son Antonio Abad Garcia, as recited in an instrument of conveyance of that date herewith filed, and to which
she was a party; but that the said testimonio can not now be found, after diligent search
and inquiry.
·
(G) Your petitioner further shows that the said duplicate or testimonio was of the nature
of letters patent issued by royal authority, at comm oh law, or by the Government of the
United States under the 1and laws.
Your petitioner refers generally to the numerous decisions of the Supreme Court of
the UniteJ Etatcs, as to the authority of Spanish governors in the provinces, and as
to the nature of a t cst?"monio, but especially to the decision in the case of Mitchell v.
United States (0 Peters Reports), where, at page 760, the court says: "The law presumes the existence in the provinces of an officer authorized to make valid grants,'' and
where~ at page 73:l, the court further says : "The deeds of confirmation were made according to the rules of the civil law adopted by Spain, and in force in Florida and Cuba;
the original is a record and preserved in the office, which can not be taken out; a testimom'o or copy is delivered to the party, which is deemed to be an<l i& certified as an original paper, having all the effect of one in all countries governed by tlie ci YH law.''
(G) Your peti~ioner is unable to state the amount of land embraced within the said
grant, but he believes it to be less in quantity than 11 square leagues. He claims only
such lands as are embraced within the boundaries of said grant as hereinafter set forth.
(7) The said grant claimed by yol1r petitioner is all situate within thecountyof Berna-.
lillo, in the Territor,y of New Mexico. It embraces all and singular that tract ofland
which is bounded on the north bya tract of land, or land grant, granted by Thomas Velez
Caclrnpin, governor and captain-irnneral of New Mexico, to Miguel Montoya, and Santiago
Montoya (being private land claim reported to Congress by your office as No. 101_1),
and on t,he west by another tract of land, or land grant, granted by Pedro Fermin de
Men din L1etta, governor and captain-general of New Mexico, to Y gnacio Chaves and others
(being private laud cbim reportecl to Congress by your office as No. 96), and on the
south by another tract of land, or land grant, granted or regranted by the said Thomas
VelezCachupin, governor and captain-general, etc., to Antonio Baca (being private land
claim reported to Congress by your office as :No. 101), and on the east by a line connecting the southeast.e rlycorner or point oftbe said Montoya grant with the northeasterly
corner or point of the said Antonio Baca grant; and wllich line in its coun;e between the
said points follows a certain mesa or table-land,lrnown as the black mesa ("mesa prieta"),
and also follows certain heights along or 11ear the River Puerco (''lo alto de la ceja del
Rio Puerco" ). Owing to the Joss both of the record of the said grant to Capt. Jose
Garcia, formerly i.J;J. the care and custody of our Government as a part of its archives derived from Mexico aforesaid, and also to the loss aforesaid of the said testimonio, it is
necessary, as evidence of the existence and validity of the said grant to Capt. Jose· Garcia to resort, to other records of the Spanish Government wherein the said grant to Jos6
Garcia is recognized, approved, and described. Your petitioner, as such evfdence, refers
to the three coterminous or contiguous grants aforesaid; that is to say, the said grant to
Miguel Montoya and Santiago Montoya, the said grant to Ygnacio Chaves and others
and the s1id grant to Antonio Baca. The said grnnt to Miguel Montoya and Santiag~
Montoya (private land claim No. 100) bears date October 23, A; D. 1766. 'l'he act of
juridical posrnssion was executed January 29,)767, and was approved by the governor
Februa,ry 14, 1767.
In the i::aid act ofjurdical possession, the officiating magistrate, Bartolome Fernande7
chief a1cal<1e, ,etc., r'.eclares that the adjoining sett]~rs, summoned by h~m, were "o~
' the South Jos0 Garcrn, and on the east the commumty of the Indians of Zia" 1:1nd he
further states as follows: "And proceeding to measure off 1 league on each' course I
measured from cast t e> west 3,400 varas, the distance from the Pnerco River which\s
the boundary on the east, to a small hill called the Angosturai, which is the 'bo undary
on the west, and, in order not to impinge upon fields that are generally planted by the
Nn,vajo Apaches, and which are situated towards the west, I completed the remainder
of the G,000 varaq on the uorthern side, the boundary being the point of n, :mesa called
the Bosque Grande, . aml on the 8outh t /,eland of 1Jfilitia-L1:eut. Jose Garcia. The said tract
from east to west is 3,400 varas, and from south to north 616Q0 Vl:\i:ras,"
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The said grant to Ygnacio Chaves and others (private land claim No. 96) bears date
the 20th day ot' ,January, A. ·D. 1768. The act of juridical possession was executed
February 17, 1768. The officiating magistrate was the same Bartolome Fernandez,
chief alcalde, etc., who, in the next previous year, had delivered possession of the abovementioned Montoya grant (private land claim No. 100). In this act of juridical possession he states: "On summoning the adjoining settlers, I proceeded to examine the
said place, and havi11g examined the same, I designated to the parties as their boundarie.-;, on the north a white table-land, commonly called t,he Mesa de Chaca; on the
south, the point of the mountain; on the east, ad,joinin,q th ,· land ,qrantf.d to the ~lJiilitiaLieut. Jose Garci11, and that granted to Miguel and Santiago Montoya; and on the west,
that gr:,,nted t o Felipe Tafoya, Diego Antonio Chaves, the close of the measure towards
t,he west; and the said tract will contain in the interior 4 le~gues soniew bat more."
lt is to be observed that in the case of Ygnacio Chaves' grant (private land claim No.
100) the petitioners say to the Spanish governor: •· We have registered~ tract of land
uncultivated and unsettled: situated on the slope of the Navajo country, and which has
on one side the out-bonn daries (of the grant to) Capt. Jose Garcia, and of Santiago
Montoya and Miguel Montoya, and on the other the surplusage of Diego Antonio Chaves,
Felipe Tafoya, and Pedro de Chaves; and the said tract lies directly bet.ween the land
granted and belouging to the said parties, and does not at all injure any person."
It is also to be observed that in granting this petition the goverrmr recognizes the adjoining proprietors (including Jose Garcia) as lawfully holding title by grant; for he
says, ·' a i: d to the end that the said Ygnacio, Tomas, Miguel Antonio, and Antonio
Chaves may take possession of the said land I confer authority, such as the laws require,
upon Bartol ome Fernandez, chief alcalde and war captain of the Pueblos'rof the Queres
nat ion, to give the royal and personal possession by summoning the _adjoining settlers
with their _qrants, and the Navajo Apaches, should there be any within the limits of the
land granted."
'' And considering that the tract of land applied for by the petitio@rs is the outskirts
of the grants m,ude to the parties referred to in this petition, the same boundaries that were
dcsignat~}l to t he adjoining settlers will al.~o serve n.s boundaries for the afores(lid _grantee,
the said Chaves, on their respective sides, in 1:;uclt mnnnl'I' that therP will remain 110 1mappropriutell lrrn1l beticeen, and should there on either of the sides be no adjoining settlers,
and the land be roya l domain, the chief alcalde will designate a boundary, which shall
not, however, extend beyond the extremities of the said grants in that direction, so that
all the adjoining ,r;ra;1tees ma.11 close

i1p

to,r;ether a nil thereby form a square."

The saicl grant to Antonio Baca (private land claim No. 101) appea:i:s, from the public
archives in your custody to have been the subject of elaborate and solicitous judicial
investigation by the Spanish governor and other lawful authorities, because of certain
pretensions of title set up by certain persons claiming subsequently to the original grant
to Antonio Baca. under an alleged subsequent grant to them of the same land; and it
further appears from the said archives that the litigation resulted in the confirmation of
Antonio Baca's original title and in his reinvestiture by means of a further and final act
of juridical possession executed by Bernardo. de Miera y Pacheco, a duly commissioned
magistrate, on the 3d day of August, A. D. 1762. .
In this act of juridical possession the magistrate declares: "Continuing the examinaation of the said bouJ'.!daries in company with the said witnesses and adjoining settlers
before named, the first one was di>signated at a point of the high black table-land (mesa
prieta) looking to the southeast where the road from Zia to the Pueblo of Laguna crosses,
and the said table-land runs from the southeast to the northwest, and at its base runs
the Puerco River, the saicl black table-land lying on the northern side of the said. land
and river and follows the said course from southeast to northwest. It was ordered that
the second landmark he placed where the snid table-land comes to a point, here commencing a wide valley and meadow on said Puerco River, forming a low hill in the center ofa prairie, the boundary of the landot' Jose Garcia/ and turning from the course on the
north toward the south along the base of the Navajo Mountain, this mountain beiug the
westerly side of the land aforesaid,'' etc.
(8) Your petitioner further shows that by reference to the three other grants aforesaid
and the various boundaries therein given, it is very easy for a competent surveyor to locate on the ground the said Jose Garcia grant, thesame being bounded on the north by t he
southern boundary of the said grant to Mignel Montoya and Santiago Montoya, on the
west hy the eastern bound ary of the said grant to Ygnacio Chaves and others, on the
south hy the nor, hem boundary of the said grant to Antonio Baca, and on the east by
''lo alto de la c~ja. del H.io Puerco y mesa prieta;" and he further shows that a certain
bill called '' cl C rro clel Lindero, '' being the same hill referred to in the said grant to
Antonio Baca as heinp; "the boundar.v of the fancl of ,Jose Garcia" affords a plain, natural landmark, iru1icating a. point on the:,;outhern boundary of the said Jos6 Garcia grant,
and also that a. certain spring called " el ojo de la Lemita" affords an equally plain nat-
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ural ·landmark indicating a point in the western boundary of the said Jose Garcia
grant.
(~) In referring to the said three adjoining grants an~ the boun~aries therein set forth
your petitioner refers merely to the true and authentic boundaries, nat1;1ral ca.lls, and
landmarks theiein mentioned, and does not hereby approve, accept, or m any manner
sanction or claim any survey or surveys, or any part thereof, h~retofore mad~ under the
authority of the United.States of the said Ygn~cio Chave~ grant or of the said Montoya
grant; but your petitioner hereby_ protests agamst t~e sa,~d surveys, and an ~ther surveys that by error or false suggest10n appear to conflict with the true boundaries of the
said Jose Garcia grant or with your petitioner's just claim and rights in the premises.
He believes that the surveys as made by the United States of the Ygnacio Chaves grant,
the said Montoya grant, and Los Alamos tract unlawfully conflict with a part of bis
claim herein set forth.
(10) The said original grantee, Jose Garcia, died intestate seized of his said granted
lands some time before tlie 22d day of August, A. D. 1796, having been killed by the
Apache Indians in that ou the previous year, leaving him surviving his widow, Gregoria
Baca, and three children, his only heirs at law, namely, Antonio Abad Garcia, Rafael
Garcia, and Manuelita Garcia, and the said widow and the said children, Rafael Garcia
and Manuelita Garcia, by their instrument of conveyance, herewith filed, dated August
22, A. D. 1796, duly executed according to the requirements oflaw then existing, duly
conveyed all and singular their several shares and interests in and to the said grant and
tract oflancl, descended to them from the said Jose Garcia, unto the said Antonio Abad
Garcia, who, by virtue of his title as heir of his said father as well as of the said conveyance, thereupon entered upon, possessed. claimed, and occupied all and singubr the said
granted premises exclusively and p~aceably as his sole private property in fee-simple.
(11) The said Antonio Abad Garcia. died intestate, seized of all and singular the said
Jose Garcia grant and tract of land, leaving him surviving as his only heir-at-law one
only child, a daughter, namely, Manuela Garcia, who intermarried with one Lucero,
and during her lifetime and up to the time of her death occupied, possessed, claimed, and
enjoyed the same land grant by virtue of her right and title as such heir-at-law of her
deceased father, and who, while seized of the same, died intestate, leaving her surviving, one only child and heir-at-law, namely, Apolonia Lucero, who thereupon by virtue
of her right and title as such heir-at-law of her deceased mother occupied, possessed,
claimed, and enjoyed the same land grant until_her conveyance thereof to Gavino Garcia, heiow mentioned.
.
(12) The Sf-1,id Apolonia Lucero, while so as aforesaid seized and possessed of the said
land grant, duly conveyed all and singular the same to Gavino Garcia by her deed of
· conveyance duly made, executed, acknowledged, and '1.elivered to him and dated the
5th day of January, A. D. 1887; which deed is herewith :filed.
(13) The said Gavino Garcia, being seized and possessed of all and singular the said
Jose Garcia land grant, afterward duly conveyed the same to your petitioner by deed,
made, executed, acknowledged, and delivered by the said Gavino Garcia and Martina
Jaramillo de Garcia. his wife, and dated the 29th day of June, A.. D. 188"" , ... · "h deed
, is also herewith filed.
(14) Minerals are not known to exist on the lands hereby claimed.
In consideration of the premises your petitioner, although by virtue of the said grant
to .Jos6 Garcia and the said descents and conveyances, he is, as he is advj~ed, vested
with a perfect and indefeasible title to all the said lands and premises sc . J.nted, free
from all control or dominion of the United States adverse to him, ·yet for his better security, prays that you will investigate and approve his said claim to the said granted
lands, and recommend the confirmation thereof by the Congress of the United States
pursuant to the statute in such case made and provided.
,
'
And your petitioner will ever pray, etc.
MARIANO S. OTERO,
Petitioner.
BERNALILLO, N. MEX.,
September 16, 1887.
DEED FROM GREGORIA

BACA DE

GARCIA ET
(SPANISH.)

AL.

TO ANTONIO

I\. n ~ h

GARCIA.

En este Puesto de Jemez en heintidos dias del mes de Agosto de rr.. •• l::lcLesientos
noventa y seis afios ante mi Don Antonio de Armenta, conparccieron presentes las persona~ de G~egoria Bac_a con sus tres hijos Antonio ~bad Garcia, Rafael Garcia y ~anuelita
Garc1a, qmenes_ doy fe conozco scr Ia esposa y h1Jos del finado Don Jos6 Garcia primer
poblador del Rio del Puerco, y dijeron, Dofia Gregoria Baca ,iuntamente con Rafael y
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Manuelit~ Garcia, que por quanto su esposo y padre Don Jose Garcia fue mnerto por los
indios apaches en el aii.o pasado viniendo de El Paso, y que por cuanto los indios navajoes
se estan levantando para pelear con Jos vecino<; dicen que temen vivir en el hogar de
Guadalupe del Rio del Puerco que su esposo y padre !es asigno para siempre, y que por
cuanto su hijo el primero Antonio Abad Garcia ya emancipado tiene un buen numero de
ganado menor. mayor y caballada y no tiene lugar donde poderlo cuidar con seguridad
en terreno propio, por lo mismo y q. por tales razones ella la. dicba Gregoria Baca en conpafiia con sus dos bijos menores, sin tener otros que los arriba dichos, dijeron que babian
vendido y de facto vendieron a su bijo y hermano todas las tierras que a ella y a ellos
Jes vino de berencia por el finado Don Jos6 Garcia, cuyas tierras le fueron concedi<las al
dicbo Jose Garcia de merced por S. M. Q. D. G. en el Rio del Puerco en el lugar de Guadalupe y que las mismas las traspasan por estas letras en favo.r. de Antonio Abad Garcia
con todos sus derecbos y titulos merceuados de dicbas tierras, renunciando los tres dichos
veudedores Dona Gregoria Baca, Ra 'ael y Manuelita Garcia, todo su derecho a dichas
tierras y entregando y traspasando todo parn siempre en favor de Antonio Abad Garcia,
sus bijos y sneesores, sometiendose a los derecbos y linderos de la merced original como ,
concedida a sn finado padre y esposo Don Jose Garcia, cuyos linderos son clescriptos en
la merced original boy en manos de Dona Gregoria Baca, la cual otorga a Autonio A had
Garcia para su propia seguridad, cuya vent•1 dijeron, Dofia Gregoria Baca asi como las otras
partes, gue la hicieron por la suma de veinte vacas paridas, trescientas ovejas, seis yegnas,
dos caballos mansos, dos yuntas de bueyes y trescientos pesos de plata legal es y corrientes,
lo que confesaron haber recebido a su [o ne worcl ?°lle.fJibfr] y satisfaccion los dichos Dofia
Gregoria Baca, Hafael y Manuelita Garcia, y q ue si mas vale o val er pueda de toda le
hacen gracia libre, pura, mera y irrevocable para siempre y para que en todo tiempo
conste me suplicaron todas las partes interpusiera mi firma con los otorgantes en dicho
dia, mes y aiio, que de todo doy fe.
ANTO. DE ARMENTA,

[Rubrica.J
GREGORIA BACA.
RAFAEL GARCIA.
MANUELITA GARCIA.

Al';a:
.JOSE VICENTE GARCIA.

[Rubrica.J
ANTONIO VELARDE.

[Rubrica.J
TOMAS SANDOVAL.

[Rubrica.J

OFFICIAL TRANSLATION OF DEED FROM GREGORIA BACA DE GARCIA ET AL. TO ANTONIO ABAD GARCIA.

At this place of Jemez, on the 22d day of the month of August of the year 1796, be. fore me, Don Antouio de Armenta, personally appeaired Gregoria Baca, with h er three
children-Ant0nio Abad Garcia. Hafael G::ircia, and Manuelita Garcia-whom I certify
I know to be the wife ancl children of Don J os6 Garcia, deceased, the first settler of the
Puerco River; and Dona Gregoria Baca., together with Rafael and Manuelita Garcia,
stat~d that whereas their husband and father, Don Jose Garcia, was killed by the Apache
Indians, coming from El Paso last year, and that whereas the Navajo Indians are rising
in rebellion to fight the citizens, they state that they are afraid to live at their home
at Guadalupe, on the Puerco River, which their husband and father assigned to them
forever; a?d that wLereas her eldest son, Antonio Abad Garcia, who bas already been
released from the parental control, has ciuite a number of smr.11 and large stock and
horses, and bas no place where he can take care of them in security on land of his own,
therefore, and that for such reasons, she, the said Gregoria Baca, in company with her
two younger children, having no others than those above mentioned, stated that they
bad :old and in fact did sell to their son and brother all the lands which came to her
and them_ by inheritance through the deceased Doll' .Jos6 Garcia; which lands, on the
Puerco River, at the place of Guadalupe, ,rnre conceded to the said .Jos6 Garcia l1y grant
from_ His :iajc~ty, wh?m may God preserve; and that they convey the same by th ese letters 10 favor of Ant?mo Abad Garcia, ~itb all their rights and titles granted with said
land , the three said Yendors, Dofia Grego1ia Baca, Hafael and Manuelita Garcb, renouncing_all their ;'i~~t to _sa id _land s ancl delivering aml ~onveying it all foreve_r in Ja \·or
of Anto~10 Al_>ad C,a:c?a, bis ch1klren, and successors; herng µ;overnecl hy the rights and
bonndancs of the orig10al grant as made t , their deceased father and husband Don Jose
Garcia. whic·h hou~daries are <'.escribed in the original grant now in the hand's of Dona
Gregoria Baca, which 8he delivers to Antonio Abad Garcia for his personal security :
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which imle Doria-Gregoria Baca, as well as the other parties,. stated they made for the
sum of twenty cows wit,h their calves, three hundred ewes, six m~res! two ta~e horses,
two vol;:es of oxen. and three hundred legal and current dollars m silver, whic~ they,
tbe sail\ Dona Greaoria Baca. Rafael and Manuelita Garcia, acknowledged havrng recei vecl to their [ the"'word in the original at this pl3:ce is i!legibl_e] and satisfactioJ?; and
that if it is or mav be worth more they make to him a gift of 1t all, free, pure, simple,
and irrevocable fo~·ever; and, in order that it may be authenticated for all time, _all the
parties requested me to sanction it by my signature, with the grantors, on said day,
month, and year, to all which I certify.
·
ANTONIO DE ARMENTA. [Scroll. J
.
GREGORIA BACA.
RAFAEL GARCIA.
MANUELITA GARCIA.
Attending:
JOSE VICENTE GARCIA. [Scroll].
ANTONIO VELARDE. [Scroll].
TOMAS SANDOVAL. [Scroll].

U. S. SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., March 6, 1888.
The foregoing, on two pages, is a full, true, and correct translation, to the best of my
knowledge, of the original in Spanish, on two pages, which original, designated as No.
2, is on file in this office in the matter of private land, claim, file No. 211, in the name
of Jose Garcia.
WILL. M. TIPTON, Translator.
U. S. SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE, Santa Fe, N. 111.ex.
I hereby certify that the signature affixed to the foregoing certificate is the gen uin_e
signature of Will. M. Tipton, who at the time of signing the same was the official
translator of this office, and that all bis acts as such are entitled to full faith and credit.
In witness whereof I have hereunto subscribed my name and caused the official seal
of this office to be affixed at the city of Santa Fe, this 6th day of March, A. D. 1888.
[SEAL.]
GEORGE W. JULIAN,
U. S. Surveyor-General for New Me.1:ico.

DEED ]fROM APOLONIA LUCERO TO GAVINO GARCIA (SPANISH).
Esta escritura hecha hoy el dia cinco de Enero A. D. mil ochocientos ochenta y siete
entre Apolonia, Lucero residente en el Canon de Jemez en el condado de Bernalillo y
territorio de Nuevo Mexico, parte de la primera parte, y Gavino Garcia, residente en los
ojos de Jemez en el condado .Y territorio ya dicho, parte de la segunda parte, testi:fi.ca
que la dicha parte de la primera parte en y por la consideracion de la suma de cincuenta
($50.00) pesos, dinero legal y corriente de los E. U. de A., a ella pagados en mano porla
dicha parte de la segunda parte, el recibo de cuya suma es por este a_cusado y reconocido,
ha vendido, concedido, contratado, traspasado, -enagenado, entregado, y con:fi.rmado, y
por estas presentes concede, contrata, vende, enagena, entrega, traspasa, y con:fi.rma, a
la dicha·parte de la segonda J_Jarte; y a sus hered@ros y asignados para siempre, un cierto
trecho, pedazo, porcion de terreno, situado en el mo Puerco, en el condado de Bernalillo
y territorio de Nuevo Mexico, conocido como la merced del Capitan Jose Garcia en el
lugar nombrado Guadalupe en dicho R.io Puerco, lindando y delineado como sigue, a saber:
por el norte la rnerced de Miguel y Santiago Montoya, por el Sur el cerro del lindero, por
el oriente el alto de la c~ja del Rio Puerco y Mesa Prieta, por el poniente El Ojo de la
Lemita, coya merced vino a la dicha parte de la prim era parte de herencia por su abuelo
Antonio Abad Garcia, quien foe el hiio mayor del dicho Capitan Jose Garcia, y habiendo
esta compraclo toda la dicba merced despues de la muerte de dicho Capitan, su padre, de
su madre y de sus do.3 hermanos menores, Rafael y Mamrela Garcia, segun consta por el
documento viejo ejecutado en virtud de dicha corupra en favor del dicbo Antonio Abad
Garcia, siendo a fa presente fecha la dicba parte de la primera parte la unica y sola
heredera en linea recta del dicho Antonio Abad Garcia, habiendo sido y siendo la sDla y
unica bija de Manuela Garcia quien fue la sola y unica hija de Antonio Abad Garcia, y
por lo mismo la dicha parte cle la primera parte, sus herederos y asignados dicen que
tenia.n y que tienen un buen derecbo para vender, traspasar, y enagenar- dicha merced',
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estando libre de bipotecas o ventas anteriores de cualesquiera clase que sean o fueren, y
que la misma la vende la dicha parte de la primera parte juntamente con todos y cada
uno de los derechos, privilegios y pertenencias que a la misma correspoll:den o de algun
modo pertenescan, y la reversion, reversiones, lo restante y rest'.1ntes de d~cbas perten~ncias, berencias, titulos y privilegios, rentas, resultados y gananc1as de la m1sma y tam~ien
todo estado, derecbo, titulo, interes, propiedad, posesion, reclamo y demanda cualesqmera
que sea tan to en ley como en equidad qe la dich~ parte de la primera pa:te de, en o a las.
dichas premisas, y toda parte o porcion de la~ m1~maE. con las pertenencias: Para h~ber
y tener todas y cada una de las dichas prem1sas Juntas con las pertenencias a la d1cha
parte de la segunda parte y a sus ~erederos_ y asignad~s para siempre y la d~cha parte_ de
la primera parte y sus here9eros deJan las d1cbas prem1sas ~n la qmeta y pac1fi~a poses10n
de la dicba parte de la segunda parte, sus herederos y as1gnados contra la d1cha parte
de la primera parte y sus herederos y contra toda persona o personas, reclamando legalmente o para reclamar las mismas las aseguraran y por estas presentes defonderan para
siempre. En testimonio de lo cual la dicha parte de la primera parte pone su mano y
sello el dia y afio arriba escritos.
Firmado, sellado y entregado en presencia de testigos.
SU

APOLONIA LUCERO,

X

[su sello.J

marca

Testigos:
SU

AMBROCIO GONSALES,

X

[su sello.J

marca
BU

FELIPE CARABAJAL,

X

[su sello.]

marca

TERRITORIO DE NUEVO MEXICO, Condado de Bernalillo:
Hoy el dia cinco de Enero de mil ochocientos ochenta y siete ante mi, el abajo firmado,
un juez de paz en y por dicho condado, comparecieron personalmente la persona de
AJ)olonfa Lucero, a mi bien y' personalmente conocido de ser la persona cuyo nombre
esta su crito al antecedente documento y escritura de traspaso, y reconocio que ella firmo,
sello y ejecuto el mismo de su libre acto sin compulsion 6 influencia,. ilicita de ninguna
persona, para los fines en el espresados; de lo que doy fe.
REFUGIO VALBERDE (su X marca),
Ju,ez de Paz.

[Inaorsed.]
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, County of Bernc;,lillo, ss:
This instrument was filed for record on the 20th day of September, 1887, at 4 o'clock
p. m., recorded in volume 9 of records of said county, folio pages 94 to 96.
[SEAL.]
F. H. KENT,
Recorder.

By J. A. SUMMERS,
Deputy.
OFFICIAL TRANSLATION OF DEED FROM APOLONIA LUCERO TO GA VINO GARCIA.
This deed, made this the 5th day of January, A. D. 1887, between Apolonia Lucero,
resident of the Canon de Jemez, in the county of Bernalillo and Territory of New Mexico,
party of the fir;;t part, and Gavino Garcia, resident of Jemez Springs, in the county and
Territory aforesaid , party of the second part:
Witnesseth, that the said party of the first part in and for the consideration of the
sum of ~O legal and current mon_ey of the United States of America to her in hand paid
by the said party of the second part, the receipt of which sum is hereby confessed and
acknowledged, has sold, granted, bargained, conveyed, alienated, delivered, and confirmed, and by t~ese presents, grants, bargains, sells, alienates, delivers, conveys, and
co?firms to ~be said party of the second part, and to bis heirs and assigns forever, acertan:i tract, piece,_ or portion of land, situated on the Puerco River, in the county of Bernalillo and Territory of. 1 ew Mexico, known as Captain Jos6Garcia'sgrant, :. t the place
called Guadalupe, on said P uerco River, heing hounded as described, ns follows. to wit:
On the north the Miguel. and , anti ago Montoya. grant; on the south, the bill of the
boundary (el Cerro del Lrndero); on the east, the beio-ht of the Pnerco River divide
(lo al~o ?e la ~ja del_ Rio Pnerco )_and tbe black table-l~nd (mesa prieta); on the west,
the Lim~ta Rp_rmg (O~o de la Lenuta). Which grant ca.me to the said party of t he first
part by mbentance from her grandfather Antonio Abad Garcia, who was the eldest son
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of the said Captain Jose Garcia, and he having purchased all the _said grant from his
mother and his minor brother and sister Rafael and Manuela Garcia, after the death of
said captain bi, father, as appears by the old document executed in virtue of said purchase in favbr of the said Antonio Abad Garcia. The said party of the first part being
at the present date the only and sole heir in direct line fr0m the said Antonio Abad
Garcia. having been, and being the sole :mil Ol).ly daughter of Manuela Garcia, who was
the sole and only daughter of Antonio Abad Garcia; wherefore the said party of the
first part, h,e r heirs and assigns, state that they had and that they have a good right
to sell, convey, a,nd alienate said grant, it being free of previous mortgages , or sales of
any .kind whatsoever, and that the said party of the first part sells the same, together
with all and singular the rights, privileges, and appurtenances thereunto belonging or
in any wise appertaining, and the reversion, reversions, remainder and remainders of
said appurtenances, foberitances, titles, and privileges, rents, issues, and profits thereof,
and also all estate, r-ight, title, interest, property, possession, claim, and demand whatsoever, as much in law as in equity of the said party of the first part of, in, or to the said
prerr,ises and every part or portion of the same with the appurtenances. To have and
to hold all and singular the said premises: together with the appurtenances to the said
party of the second part and to his heirs and assigns forever; and the said party of the
first, part and her heir:il leave the said premises in the quiet and peaceable possession of
the said party of the second part, his heirs and assigns. Against the said party of the
first part, and her heirs. and and against any person or persons legalJy claiming or to
claim the same, they will by these presents forever warrant and defend. In testimony
whereof, the said party of the first part places her hand and seal the day and year above
written.
APOLONIA LUCERO, her X mark [her seal].
Signed, sealed, and delivered, in the presence of
Witnesses:
AMBROSIO GONZALEZ [his seal].
FELIPE CARA VAJ AL, his X mark [his seal].
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, County of Bernalillo:
This, the fifth day of January, of one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, before
llle, the undersigned, a justice of the peace in and for said county, personally apneared
Apolonia Lucero, to me well and personally .known to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing document and deed of conveyance, and she acknowledged that
she signed and sealed and executed the same of her free act, for the purposes therein expressed, without compulsion or illicit influence of any-person; to which I certify.
REFUGIO V ALBERDE (his X mark),
Justice of the Peace.
[Indorsed.J

Deed of conveyance by Apolonia Lucero, in favor ofGavino Garcia, for the Capt. Jose
Garcia grant, at Guadalupe, on the Puerco River, in the county of Bernalillo, N. Mex.
[The following in English.]

Apolonia Lucero to Gavino Garcia.
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, Count;11 of Bernallilo, ss:
This instrument was filed for record on the 20th day of September, 1887, at 4 o'clock
p. m.
Recorded in volume 9 of rec9rds of said county, folio pages 94-96.
F. H. KENT,
[SEAL.]
Recorder.
By J. A. SUMMERS,
Deputy.

UNITED STATES SURVEYOR;GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Sante Fe, N. JJfex., March 7, 1888.
The foregoing, on three pages, is a full, true, and correct translation, to the best of my
knowledge, of the original in Spanish on three page's, which original, designated as No.
4, is on file in this office in the matter of private land claim, file No. 211, in the name
of Jose Garcia.
'
WILL. M. TIPTON,
Translator.
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UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Santa Ji'e, N. 1Wex.
I hereby certify that the signature affixed to the foregoing certificate is the genuine
signature of Will. M. Tipton, who at the time of signing the same was the official translator of this office, and that all his acts as such are entitled to full faith and credit.
In witness whereof I have hereunto subscribed my name and caused the official seal
of this office to be affixed at the city of Santa Fe, this 7th d:;i,y of March, .A.. D. 1888.
[SEAL.]
GEO. W. JULIAN,
United States Surveyor-General for New Mexico.

DEED FROM GAVINO GARCIA AND MARTINA JARAMILLO DE GARCIA, HIS WIFE,
MARIANO S. OTERO.-(SPANISH.)

TO

Esta escritura hecha hoy el dia 29 de Junio .A.. D. mil ochocientos ochenta y siete
entre Gavmo Garcia y su esposa, Martina Jaramillo de Garcia, residentes en ,Los Qjos de
Jemez, en el condado de Bernalillo, y Territoriode Nuevo Mexico, partes de la primera
parte, y Mariano S. Otero, residente en Bernalillo, en dicho condado y territorio, parte
de fa segunda parte, test1fica que las dichas partes de la primera parte en y por la consideracion de la suma de un peso ($1) dinero legal y corriente de los Estados Unidos de
America, a ellos pagados en mano por la dicha parte de la segunda parte, el recivo de
cuya suma es por este acusado y reconocido, han vendido, concedido, contratado, traspasado, euage nado, en t regado, y confirmado; y por estas presentes vend en, conceden, contra tan, enagenan, entriegan, traspasan, y confirman asi a la dicha parte de la segunda
parte y a sus herederos y asignados para siempre un cierto trecho, porcion o pedazo de
terreno situado en el Rio Puerco en dicho condado y Territorio conocido como la merced
del Capitan Jose Garcia en ellugarnombrado Guadalupe en dicho Rio Puerco, lindado y
delineado como sigue, a sabr:r: Por el norte la merced de Miguel y Santiago Montoya;
porel sur el Cerrodel lindero, por elorierite lo alto de la ceja del Rip Puerco y Mesa Prieta;
por el poniente el Ojo de la Limita, cuya merced vino a las dichas par~es de la primeraparte
por compra de Apolonia Lucero, habiendo venido a esta por herenda de su finada madre
.M auuelita Garcia, quien fue la sola y unica hija de Antonio Abad Garcia, q_uien compro
dichamerced de su madreGregoria Baca y sushermanosmenoresRafael y Manuela Garcia,
def<puesde. Jamuertedesu finado padreeldicboCapitan Jose Garcia, segundemostrado por
el documento de traspaso en favor del dicho Antonio Abad Garcia por su referida madre
Gre~oria Bacay sus hermanos menores Rafael y Manuela Garcia; y por lo mis mo yen virtud
de dicha compra hecha a Apolonia Lucero, como la unica heredera y representante del
referido Antonio Abad Garcia, las <lichas partes de la primera parte dicen que al tiempo
de la ~jecucion de esta venta ellos tenian y tuhieron un buen derecho para hacer y
~jecutar la misma en fe simple, juntamente con todos y cada uno de los derechos, titulos
y privilegios que a dicha merced correspondan 6 que de cualesquiera manera pertenescan,
y tambien todo eskldo, derecho, titulo, interes, propiedad, posesion, reclamo y demanda,
cualquiera que sea tan to en ley como en equi.dap_ de las dichas partes de la primera parte
de, en 6 a las dicbas· premisas y toda parte 6 porcion de las mismas, para habei· y tener
todas y cada una de dichas premisas para la dicha parte de la segunda parte, sus herederos
y asignados para siempre. En testimonio de lo coal las dichas partes de la primera parte
ponen sus manos y sellos hoy el rlia <le la fecha arriba referidos.
Firmado, sellado y eotregauo en presencia de testigos.
GAVINO GARCI.A. [su sello.J
MARTINA JARAMILLO. [su sello.J
Testigos:
POLITO MONTOYA. [ SU sello. J
MIGUEL GARCIA Y CHAVES. [su sello.J
TERRITORIO DE NuEVO MEXICO, Condado de Bernalillo:
• Hoy el dia veintenueve (29) de Junio A. D. (1887) mil ochocientos ochentaysiete, ante
mi el aba:jo :firmado, un juez de paz en y por dicho condadoen dicbo territorio, persona1mente comparecieron ante mi Don Gavino Garcia y su esposa, Martina Jaramillo de Garcia, a mi bien y personalmente conocidos de ser las mismas personas cnyos nombres estan
suf'critos al antecedente documento y escrit.ura de traspaso, quienes reconocieron que ellos
habian sellado y :firmado el mismo para los fines en el espresados, y b dicha .Martina
.Jaramillo de Garcia, siendo por mi puesta en conocimiento .de dicha escritura, en una
confesion separada 6 independiente de su marido dijo que ella sello y firmo el mismo vol unta1imente sin conpulsion o influencia ilicita de su marido ; de lo que doy fe hoy el dia
de la fecha arriba escrita.
REFUGIO VALVERDE (su X marca),
Jitez de Paz .
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ERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, ·
Co'Unty of Bernalillo, ss:
This instrument was filed for record on the 20th day of September, 1887, at 4 o'clock
m. Recorded in volume 9 of records of said county, folio pages 96'97.
LHEAL.]
F. H. KENT,
Recorder,
By J. A? SUMMERS,
Deputy.

ll'FfCIAL TRANSLATION OF DEED FROM GAVINO GARCIA AND MARTINA JARAMILLO
DE GARCIA, HIS WIFE, TO MARIANO S. OTERO.

This deed, made this the 29th day of June, A. D. 1887, between Gavino Garcia and
is wife, Martina Jaramillo de Garcia, residents 0f Jemez Springs, in the county of Ber::1,lillo and Territory of New Mexico, parties of the iirst part, and Mariano S. Otero,
:sident of Bernalillo, in said county and Territory, party of the second part:
Witnesseth, that the said T_)arties of the first part, in and for the consideration of the
1m of one dollar ($ l), leial and current money of the United States of America, to
iem in hand paid by the said · party of the second part, the receipt of which sum is
:ireby contessed and acknowledged, have sold, granted, bargained, conveyed, alienated,
~livered 1 and confirmed, and by these presents sell, grant, bargain, alienate, deliver,
,nvey, and confirm thus to the said party of the second part and to his heirs and assigns
rever, a certain tract, portion, or piece of land, situated on the Puerco River, in said
nrnty and Territory, known as the Capt. Jose Garcia grant, at the place called Guadupe, on said Pnerco River, bounded and described as follows, to wit: On the north, the
jguel and Santiago Montoya grant; on the south, the hill of the boundary (El Cerro
~l Lindero); on the east, the height of the Puerco River divide (lo alto de la ceja del
io PGerco) and the black table-1and (mesaprieta); on the west, the Limita spring (Qjo
~ la Lemi ta). Which grant came to the said parties of the first part by purchase •from
polonia Lucero, having come to th latter by inherihnce from her deceased mother,
annelita Garcia, who was the sole and only daughter of Antonio Abad Garcia, wbo
uclrnsed said grant from his mother, Gregoria Baca, and his minor brother and sister,
afael and Manuela Garcia, after the death of his deceased father, the sa1d Capt. Jose
areia, as shown by the document of conveyance in favor of the said Antonio Abad Garcia
, bis saicl mother, Gregoria Baca. and his minor brother and sister, Rafael and Manuela
arcia, and wherefore anil in virtue of said purchase made of Apolonia Lucero as the only
iir and representati \·e of the said Antonio Abad Garcia, the said parties ot the first part
ate that at the time of the execution of this sale they had and did have a good right
, make and execute the same in fee simple, together with all and singular the right;,,
ties, an<l privileges which may helc.,ng or in any wise appertain to said grant, and also
l estate, right, title, interest, property . possession, claim, and demand whatsoever, as
nch b l::tw as; inequity, of the said parties of the first part of, in, or to the said premises
1d ernry part or portion of the same; to have and to hold all and singular the said'
:emises for the said party of the second part, his heirs and assigns .forever.
ln testimony \\"hereof the said parties of the iirst part place their hands and seals, this
tC dav of the date above mentioned.
Sign.etl, sealed, and delivered in the presence of witnesses.
GAVINO GARCIA. [his seal].
MARTIN A JARAMILLO [her seal].
Witnesses:
POLITO l\IONTOY A [bis seal].
MIGUEL GARCIA y CHA YES [his seal].

ERRITOl"!.Y OF NEW MEXICO, Count,y of Bernalillo:
This tb e 29th day of June, A. D. 1887, before me, the undersigned, justice of the
\ace in and for said county, in said Territory, personally appe:ued before me Don Gano Garcia and bis wife, Martina Jaramillo de Garcia, to me well and personally known
, be the same persons whose names are subscribed to the foreo-oing
document -and deed
0
· conveyance, who acknowledgecl that they had sealed and signed the same for the
IrJ?Oses tb~rein ~xpressed._ And the said Martina Jaramillo de Garcia being by me ac1arntetl with said deed, m an acknowledgment separate and inclepen<.lent from her
1~h~n_d, _stated th3:t she sealed and signed_ the sam~ voluntarily, without compulsion
· 1lhc1t rnflnence from her husband, to wh1ch I certify, this t,he day of the date above
ritten.
REFUGIO VALBERDE (his X mark),
Justice of the Peace.

a
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Document of convey:wce by Gavino Garcia and wife in favor of Mariano S. Otero, for
the Capt. Jo 6 Garcia grant, on the Puerco Hiver.
[The following in English.]

Gavino Garcia and wifo to Mariano S. Otero.
TERRITORY OF NEW l\IEXICO,

County of Bernalillo, ss.:

This instrument was filed for record on the 20th day of September, 1887, at 4 o'clock
p. m.
Recorded in volume 9 of records of said county, folio pages 96, 97.

F. H.

[ ,'EAL.]

KENT,

Recorder.
By J. A. SUMMERS,
Deputy.

U. S. SURVEYOR-GENERAI/S OFFICE,
Santa Fe, N. 11-iex., JJJarch 8, l 888.
The foregoing, on three pages, is a full, true, and correct translation, to the best of my
know ledge, of the original in Spanish on three pages, which original, designated as No.
5, is on file in this office, in the matter of private land claim file No. 211, in the name
of Jose Garcia.
WILL. M. TIPTON,

Trans'zator.

u. s.

SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Santa

Fe,

N. 1Wex.

J hereby certify that the signature affixed to the foregoing certificate is the genuine

signature of Will. 1\1. Tipton, who, at the time of signing the same, was the official
trnn lator of this office, and that all his acts as such are entitled to full faith and credit.
In witnes whereof I have hereunto subscribed my name and ca.used the official seal
of this office to be affixed, at the city of Santa Fe, this 8th day of March, A. D. 1888.
[SEAL.]
GEO. W. JULIAN,

United States Surveyor-General for New JJfexico.

TESTIMONY OF MIGUEL GARCIA.

In the matter of the investigation of private land claim, file No. 211, in the name of
,Tos ~ Garcia evidence was taken at the office of the United States surveyor-general for
ew Mexico at Santa F6, on Saturday, the 7th day of .January, 1888, there being present
George W. Julian, nited Rtates surveyor-general for New Mexico; John H. Knaebel,
attorney for claimant, and Will. M. 'Tipton, translator of the surveyor-general's office,
who acted as interpreter.
Iw c EL GARCIA, being sworn according to law, in answer to questions deposes and says:

Que:tion tly Ir. Knaebel, attorney for claimant: What is your name, age, ancl place
ofre idence'?-A. My uameis Miguel Garcia: my age, 55; and live at San Isidro, in Bernalillo County; have li vecl there going on ten years.
J. Who were your ancestors as far as you know from personal acquaintance with
them and from what bas been generally known and understood in your family since
your hoy hood '?-A. fy father was Vicente Garcia, his father was Rafael Garcia, and
the latter s father was Capt. Jose Garcia.
Q. Who wn Capt. Jose Garcia?-A. Capt. Jose Garcia was an officer in the time of
the, 'pani h Government.
Q. , 'o far as yon are informed b,\' your family history and the traditions of your family
wb r clic1 apt. .Jo ', arcia live in his lite-time, and under what circumstances dic1 be
di '!-.\. . A I wa informed by my grandfather, Capt. Jos6 Garcia lived at Guadalupe
'
on the Rio Paerco; my grantlfatbcr al o told me that be was killed lJy the Apaches.
Q. I your grandfather livin~ '?-_'\.. He i. not.
2- D ·crib the place Guadalupe where Capt..Tos6 Garcia resi<led, and give ib, boundari . - . · nadalupe is on the Rio Puerco. My grandfather told me that Capt. Jose
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'
Garcia had lived at Guadalupe, that he bad built houses there, and that this place was
situated upon lands which had been granted him by the Spanish Government. He told
us that the north boundary of the tract was a place known on the Rio Puerco as the
Garcias ford (El Va.do de los GaTcias). TLe south boundary, as be told me,was a little
bill (cenito) below Ca"a Salazar, which was known as the hill of the boundary (Cerro
del Lindero). 'l'be western boundary was a spring known as the Ojo de la Limita.
The eastern boundary was the heights of the black table-land (Lo __Alto de la mesa
prieta) and the divide of the Rio Puerco (La Ceja del Rio Puerco).
Q. Have you ever seen within these boundaries [1,ny improvements reputed to have
been occupied by the grantee, Jos6 Garcia '?-A. I have.
·
Q. Describe them, and state whether or not the said improvements bear any designation in the common speech of old residents in the vicinity.--A. The ruins of the
house which Capt. Jose Garcia ot:cupied can still be seen close to the spring called the
Ojo de Guadalupe. They are commonly known as the house of Capt..Jose Garcia. The
place is also called the Ojo de Guadalupe.
Q. State to what extent you are personally acquainted with the sevnal natural objects or la ndmarks which you have mentioned, and bow often, if you have seen them,
you have l;>een personally at the points where the_v are situate.-A. I very well know
the mesa priet11, the divide (ceja) of the Rio Puerco; I know the Garcias ford. _The western boundary, which is the Ojo de la Limita, I do not know; I know where it is, but I
have not been to it. The south boundary, the Cerro del Lindero, i know the situation of,
but I have not been to it.
Q. St~.te whether or not you have ever seen the ruins which you have mentioned.A. I have seen them.
Q. What immediate family did Capt. Jose Garcia leave when he died ?-A. He left a
s'.>n, Antonio Abad Garcia; another Hafael Garcia; a daughter, Manuela Garcia.
Q. Did J os6 Garcia have a wife; if yea, what was her name?-A. He did; her name
was Gregoria Daca. _
Q. W ho ilied :first, Jose Garcia or his wife?-A. Jose Garcia.
.
Q. What became of t he lands granted to Jose Garcia after his death ?-A. After his
death his wife conveyed them to her son, Antonio Abad Garcia.
·
Q. How do yon know that a conveyance of the lands was made to Antonio Abad Garcia ?-A . Because I have seen the conveyance.
(Sr,anish paper, designated in the :files of this case as No. 2, is here shown to the witness.)
Q. Look at this paper and state whether or not you have ever seen it before; and, if
so, when an :l in whose custody you saw it.-A. I know the paper and I have seen it
before in the possession of Apolonia Lucero; ever since I knew her she bad the paper.
Q. Rtate wbether or not Apolonia Lucero was a relative of yours and how long you
have known her?-A. She is a relative of mine; I have known her since I was very
Hmall.
Q. What, if any, relationship is Apolonia Lucero to the said Capt. Jose Garcia ?-A.
She was a granddaughter of .Jos6 Garcia.
,_
Q. ·who was her father?-A. I can not recollect his :first name, but he was a Lucero.
I think his name was Antonio.
,
Q. Who_was the mother of Apolonia Lucero and to whom wa3 the Lucero whose :first
name you think was Antoni married ?-A. The mother of Apolonia Lucero was Manuela Garcia, who was a daughter of Antonio Abad Gareia. Antonio Lucero was married to Manuela Garcia.
Q. Was Manuela the only child of Antonio Abad Garcia ?-A. She was.
Q. How many children did Antonio Abad Garcia have, and what were their names?A. Manue1ita was the only one.
·
.
Q. Did Antonio Abad Garcia have any other child who died before him ?-A. Not
that I know of:
Q. What children did Antonio Lucero and his wife Manuela have?-A. They had
Apolonia and Nepomoceno.
Q. Is Nepomocenolivingor dead, and if dead did he leave any descendants ?-A. He is
dead, and left no descendants, not having bad any children.
Q. State whether or not the region ?f country including the lands in question has to
Y?ur k~ow1e~ge been the scene of Inchan outbreaks_ and ravages; and if so, by what Ind1_an tribes, m what years, to what exten~, and with what effect on the inhabitability
of tbat_part of the country._-A. The Nava.Jo Indians have always been coming in there
and domg damage. Ever srnce I can recollect the Navajo Indians were at war in that
part of the country, but I can 'not state in what year they began to come there. The Indians killed a &re~t many peo_p1e there. .
.
(Counsel for claimant here mtroduces m evidence three original instruments of cohveyancealready filed herein, being: First, the conveyance of Gregoria Baca de Garcia and
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others to Anton io Abad Garcia; second, the conveyance of Apolonia Lucero to Gavino
Garcia· and third the conveyance of Gavino Gar~ia and Martina Jaramillo de Ga,e;a,
bis wife, to ~fa1'ia~o 8. Otero; also, translations into English of the said Spanish instruments.)
Cross-examination by Surveyor-General:
Q . How far ·do you live from the lands you have described ?-A. It must be about 18
or ~O miles.
Q. About how many acres are inclosed in the boundaries you have mentioned ?-A. I
can not say how many acres there are.
Q. Are there an_y large towns on the grant '?-A. Ther~ ~s the town (plaza 1o! ~alazar,
which is a town of medium size, and there are persons hvmg on the grant rn different
places and separated from each other, but there are no large towns (plazas) .
Q. How old is the town of' Salazar·?-A. I dou;t know how old it is, but it was there
when I came from San Miguel about ten years ago.
Q. What principal buildings bas it, such as schools, churches, etc. ?-A. There is no
school-house there that I have ever seen nor is there any church, but they are building
a chapel there now.
,
Q. ·no the people of t,hat town bold their land by title from the Government, or under
the grant ?-A. I understand that they must hold them under title from the Government.
(Answer objected to by Mr. Knaebel as hearsay and incompetent, ::.md as amounting
to a loose opinion on the part of the witness.)
Q. Is there any such town as Guadalupe on the grant ?-A. There is such a place on
the grant where some few families live.
Q. What do you know of a settlement called Cabezon, and bow large is it?-A. There
is a place of that name, where there are- some few houses. It is sometimes called La
Posta.
Q. About how many people in all live within the boundaries as described ?-A. There
may be about a hundred inhabitants.
Q. Do you know by what title these people claim to owQ the lands they live on ?-A.
I have heard some of the people themselves say that they have applied for their lands
as being public domain.
Q. Do you know that any of them claim title under the grant ?-A. I don't know.
(Question by John H. Knaebel.) Where were you born, in what different places in the
Territory have you lived , and for what respective time ?-A. I was born at the Canon
de Jemez. I lived there unt il I was some sixteen or seventeen year:~ of age, when I
went with I].Y father and grandfather to the county of San Miguel. I lived there at, the
Monton de,rl.amos about twenty years. My father died there, and then I went to San
Isidro, where I have lived ever since.
Q. How old were you when you went from San Miguel County to San Isidro, where
you have since lived ?-A. I must have been about 1orty-five years old. Canon de
Je1:1ez, where I was born, is now in the county of Bernalillo.
MIGUEL GARCIA.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of January, 1888.
GEO.

W. JULIAN,
SurveJ;or-General.

PROTEST AGAINST APPROVAL OF GRANT BY THE ATTORNEYS OF THE OWNER OF THE
IGNACIO CHAVES GRANT, NO. 96.
SANTA FE, N. MEX., February 2, 1888.
Srn: As attorneys for and on behalf of"Walter P. Miller, esq., of Denver, Colo., owner
of the Ignacio Chaves grant, No. 96, in Bernalillo County, New Mexico, we respectfally
protest a~ainst the approval by you of the alleged grant to Capt. J os6 Garcia claimed by
Don Manano,. Otero, and now on the docket of your office as File No. 211.
~nasmuch as_the pretended grant to Capt. Jose Garcia does not appear either by record
evu1ence filed rn your offic~ nor by a "testimonio" such as in valid grants were delivered to the ~ran tees of Sp'.tin, we are not certain what part of the Ignacio Chaves grant
is claimed by tbe claimants of the said alleged Jose Garcia grant but that some part of
the Ignacio Cha\ e grant is so claimed is apparent from the pape1'.s filed by the attorney
for the claimant, . Ir. .M. , '. Otero.
De-,iring to oppo e the c-laim set up under the pretended grant to Capt,. Jose Garcia,
we respe ·tfolly a. k:
(J) That we 1 e per~itted to appear on behalf of the owner of the Ignacio Chaves
grant to contc t tbe claim set up under the su.id pretended Capt. Jos6 Garcia grant.
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(2) That the witness, Miguel Garcia, whose testimony was taken iu_ sai~ cause January 7, 1888, be recalled and an opportunity a~lowed us ~o cross-examme him. .
(3) That we be notified of any and all action taken m the matter of the said pretended Capt. Jose Garcia grant.
.
.
(4) That the said claimant under the said preten~ed Capt. _Jose Garcia grant be required to furnish a map or a diagram of the land claimed by him.
Very respectfully,
EUGENE A. FISKE,
H. L. WARREN,
Attorneys for Owner of Ignacio Chaves Grant, No. 96.
Hon. GEORGE w. JULIAN,
.
United States Sarveyor-General for New Mexico, Santa

Fe,

N. Mex.

TESTIMONY OF GAVINO GARCIA.
1

In the matter of the investigation of private lancl claim File No. 211, in the name
of Jose Garcia, evidence was taken at the office of the United States surveyor-general
for Nev,· Mexico, at Sante Fe, on Thursday the 9th day of February, 1888; there being
present, George \V. Julian, United States surveyor-general for New Mexico, John H.
Knaebel, attorney for claimant,, and Engene A. Fiske, attorney for the owners of th
Ignacio Chaves grant.
GAVINO GARCIA, being sworn according to law, in answer to questions deposes an
says:
(Questions by surveyor-general.) State your name, age, and place of residence.-A.
My name is Gavino Garcia, age 32 years, and I live at J amez Hot Springs, Bernalillo
County.
Q. State bow yon acq aired the title to the land known as the Jose Garcia grant, which
you have conveyed to l\L S. Otero.-A. I was informed by my ancestors that the late
J os6 Garcia used to live there, and that he had .a grant for the place where he used to
live, the place called Guadalupe on the Rio Puerco; I was looking for the papers but
could iind none except that deed which I found in possession of Apolonia Lucero, ofw horn
I bought the title.
Q. How did you find out that she bad this paper?-A. I was looking for the papers
amongst the heirs, and as I knew she was one heir, I went there and saw her papers, and
found that paper in her possession.
Q. How long ago did you fir1:t .l earn that there was such a grant, and who gave you
th e information?--A. It is many years ago, I don't exactly remember. The :first one
that informe d me was my father. About three or four years ago I came to the surveyorgeneral's office to see if I could find out something about lt.
Q. Who prompted you to come here?-A. I came at no one's instance. It was my
own interest to find the papers.
Q. What c:msideration did Mr. Otero agree to pay you for the transfer of your interest to him?
,
(Objected to by claimant's counsel as immaterial and irrelevant and as wholly collateral to the pending inquiry as to the validity of his claim against the United States, and
as involving an imprDper inquiry into a transaction purely private and personal.)
A. After l was tireq. of the business, and could find nothing except what the orio-inal
grants thatrmrround the Garcia said, and not having means to run the expense. etc., I
conveyed that property to Mariano Otero for one dollar. ·
Q. Did he pay you that sum?
(Same objection repeated by claimant's counsel.)
A. Yes, sir; he did.
Q. Is that all he is to pay you?
lSame objection by claimant's counsel.)
A. Yes, sir.
Q. State what further sum, if any, Mr. Otero is to pay you jf he succeeds in securina
title to the land.
· ,,,
(Same objection by claimant's counsel, and the further objection that the witness is
ca1led by the United States and produced he.re out of courtesy pursuant to the written
request of the surveyor-general; that he is tbe witness of the United States, and can
not properly be subjected to an inquisitorial course of examination not pertinent to the
matter now under investigation, Tbe surveyor-general requests the further statement
0

-;91 ;b
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to he matlc that the claimant brought this witness here on the previous examination to
testifv in his behalf. and on consultation with his counsel declined to have him examined.)
A. He did not promise me any further sum.
.
Q. State whether there is or is not an understandrng between you that he is to increase the·sum if he succeeds in his claim.
(Same objection repeated by claimant's counsel.)
A. If I had such arrangements with him I don't remember it.
Q. Did you have any such arrangement with him?
(Same objection by daimant's counsel.)
A . If he promised me anything but that one dollar, I don't remember; I can swear to
that.
,
Q. Is the witness examined here the other day your father?-.A. Yes, sir.
Q. How mnch did you pay the old lady that you got this title from, that you conveyed to Mr. Otero?
(Same o~jectiou by claimant's counsel.)
A. I think I paid her $100.
Q. How could you ;:.tfford to pay her $100 for the title and then convey it to Mr. Otero
for one dollar?
(Sarne objection repeated, and also the further objection that the ,defined duties of the
surveyor-general in this matter are limited by law to the examination of the validity,
as against the United States, of the private land claim involved and the various insLruments of title under which the claimant claims, and such duties do not extend to an
inquiry into the con,.sideration as between the private parties of conveyances, which
the,v lmve made and delivered among themselves, and do not seek to impeach, but
on tbe contrary stand by and confirm.)
A. 'fhe time I bought the title from .Apolonia Lucero I had the money to buy it. I
bought it because I thought I could do some better business with it, but afterwards.I
found I could not do anything with it. I could not succeed myself, and I conveyed
the property to Don Mariano Otero.
(E. A. Fiske, esq., appearing as counsel for the claimants of the Ignacfo Chaves grant;
Mr. Knaebel, counsel for the present claimant, objects that Mr. Fiske has no status in
tfos matter to entitle him to cross-examine the witness inasmuch as the present claim
recognizes the existence and validity of the Ignacio Chaves grant, and the question of
the sun-cy of the Ignacio Chaves grant is not now under investigation.
.
(Courisel for the Ignacio Chaves grant claimants claims that that grant is correctly
Jocate<l hy the United States survey and understands from the claim of the claimants
now under consideration that said claimants claim a considerable portion of the Ignacio
Chaves grant, and the Ignacio Chaves grant is therefore in direct interest with these proceedings.)
Question (by Mr. Fiske). Do you claim to be a descendant of the late Captain Jose
Garcia, the original grantee in this claim ?-A. I do.
Q. Where have you lived since you were born ?-A. I was born at a place called Los
Limitas, and when I was about G or 7 years of age my father moved to Las Vegas. We
livecl in Las Vegas unt il 1878 when we moved to the Rio Puerco, at a place called La
Tijera. in Eernalillo County.
Q. How far is that from the limits of this alleged grant to Jose Garcia ?-A. About
four or five miles.
Q. In which direction from the grant was your residence at that time ?-A . .About
four miles north of the limits of the grant.
Q. You were then living on the Montoya grant were you not?-.A. Yes, sir.
Q. Fro:r_n your birth up to this time you were living with your father, were you not?A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you or your father own the place where you then lived on the Montoya grant?A. No.
Q. Whose property were you occupying, yon and your father?-A. There was some
people there who let us have some ]and .
Q Had your grandfather Garcia liv,ed there befo.e you and your father lived there?A.. No, sir; not that I know of.
Q. How long did you and your father live on the Montoya grant?-A. I don't know.
·
I think about two years.
1
Q. Ancl then where did yon go?-.A. From tbere we went to San Isidro where we
hough t a piece of land.
'
Q; Jiow for is'. an ~si~ro from the boundaries of this alleged grant to Garcia ?-A. I
don t know; I th mk 1 t 1 about 25 or 26 miles, more or less.
Q. A.re there other persons by the name of Garcia living upon the western portio:o. of
the Montoya grant?- A. 1. o.
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Q. Have there been any persons of that name living there within your recollection?A. No, sir.
·
.
. .
Q. Have you any relatives living in that vici~ity, or that ba,ve live~ there w1thu;1 y~ur
recollection in addition to those you have testified to ?-A. There 1s a brother of mme
living at La Posta, on what is supposed to be the Jose Garcia grant.•
Q. ·How long has be been living there ?-A. Since we came to San Isidro.
Q. Was he an older or younger brother than you ?-A. He was younger.
Q. When .did he go there'?-A. He went at the same time I and my father did.
Q. How many miles south of you and your father did he settle at that time '?-A. He
made no settlement at that time as he was not married. Afterwards he married, about
the time my father and I l eft, and then be moved down.
Q. Have you now given the names of all your relatives that have lived in that part of
the country so far as you know?-A. Yes.
·
Q. For how many years can you recollect matters concerning your fo,mily and relatives ?-A. I can recollect many things since I was small. I was about six years old
when I moved from the Puerco to Las Vegas.
Q Have you always resided with your father?-A. I did reside with my father until
1873, when we moved to Jemez Springs, where I have since resided.
Q. How far is the Jemez Hot Springs from this alleged Jose Garcia grant ?-A. It may
be 30 or 35 miles, more or less.
Q. Prior to your sale to Mr. Otero, did you claim an interest in this grant as an beir,
or did your father't-A. My father was claiming an interestm the Jose Garcia grant.
Q. How many-years did he claim such an interest to your knowledge ?-A. For many
years. Since we came to live at Rio Puerco he used to say his grandfather had lived
there and had a grant there.
\
Q. What year was it when you went to live at Rio Puerco?-A. I think it was 1878.
Q. Then you have no recollection of your father claiming an interest in the J osc Garcia
grant later than ten years ago?-A. About eleven or twelve years ago.
Q. That was shortly before you went to Las Vegas, was it not'?-A. Yes.
Q. Were any of your relatives then living upon any portion of this Jose Garcia tract?-'
A. No.
'
Q. Is the character of that land agricultural and grass land ?-A. A great part of it is
agricultural land.
Q. What did you and your father do for a living when you went to Las Vegas after
you got there't-A. My father made his living by Jreighting to the United States, Kansas, and other parts.
Q. Do you know why your father lived upon the Montoya grant, only a few miles
from the boundaries of the alleged Garcia grant, when he claimed to have an interest in
the alleged Jose Garcia grant, and when you state there were none of your relatives residing upon this alleged grant?-A. He lived there because he was poor, and they offered
him a good piece of land to take care of the ditch. It was a piece of land about 200 yards
in width.
Q. Is there any stream of water that contains water the year round on the alleged
Garcia grant?-A. No, sir.
Q. You said a large part of the Garcia grant was agricultural land; can you grow crops
there without irrigation?-A. Yes, sometimes; they used to raise crops without irrigation. The Rio Puerco used to run in springtime; not all the year round.
Q, Is there enough water on the Garcia land for purposes of cultivation of certain
portions of it ?-A. No, there is not. The irrigation from the Rio Puerco depends on the
rainy weather. Sometimes it runs till May, and other times not till May.
Q. Then this grant is one where none of the land can be relied upon for cultivation?A. Yes. I would not risk anything there without irrigation. When a dry year come;:;
t here is no crop; that is the reason we left there.
Q. Did you ever hear any reminiscence or tradition in your family as to how it happened your great-great grandfather resided upon and flourished upon this tract years
ago?-A. Back of1760 it was more rainy than now.
Q. Who told you that?-A. My grandfather.
Q. When did you have this conversation with your grandfather about there being more
rain back of 1760 than now?-A. Before the death of my grandfather, about 1874.
Q. How old are you now ?-A. Thirty-two years.
Q. Then you were eighteen years old when you had this talk with your grandfather,
or younger than that?-A. Yes.
Q. How many years before your grandfather died did you bear him say this about
the rain?-A. I don't know exactly. I think it was 1873 or 1874.
Q. Your grandfather used to tell you that bis grandfather lived there?-A. Yes.
Q. But your grandfather never pretended to live there, did be ?-A. He said he could
not live there on account of the Indians.
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Q. Had your grandfather any br?thers or sisters?-A. ~es, sir.
. .
Q. Whereabouts did they live, 1f you know?-A. 1 did not know his sisters.

His
.
brothers used to live at Tramperos, Mora County.
Q. Then, so far as you know, or have h~ar<:1, t~e only person who has hved on that
grant is Capt. Jose Garcia?-A. He and his family.
Q. How old was your grandfather when he died ?-A. I think he was sixt,y-four
years old.
•
Q. Where was Apolonia Lucero living when you bought the property from her?-A.
At the Canon de Jemez.
·
Q. How far from the boundaries oi' the Jose Garcia grant as claimed ?-A. Twenty or
twenty-five miles, more or less.
.
Q. Was she then a married woman ?-A. She was a widow.
Q. How many years had she been living there before you went there ?-A. I think
all her life.
Q. How old is she now?-A. I tbink about sixty years.
Q. Does she own property at Caflon de Jemez ?-A. Yes.
Q. How much property does she own ?-A. I don't know; a small piece of land; I
don't know how much.
Q. What interest did she claim in the Jose Garcia t~act 3 t the time of your P?rchase '?
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel, because it is an attempt to bind the present claimant by
pretended oral statements of a party who has made a deed that speaks for itself.)
A. She used to claim all the grant.
.
Q. When you bought it did you go onto the property?-A. I went to look at it.
Q. Did you find anybody in possession representing Apolonia Lucero?_:_A. No, sir.
Q. You had been there to·see the land before purchase?-A. Yes.
Q. Did you ever find any one in possession ?-A. Yes; there were some people living •
on the grant.
Q. Are they living there yet, these persons?-A. They do not claim, however, under
the same title that I did, under the Jose Garcia grant.
GAVINO GARCIA.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th day of February, 188-.
GEO. W. JULIAN,
Sun;eyor-Genera l.

TESTIMONY
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JOSE LEON SANTILLANES.

In the matter of the investigation of private land claim, file No. 211, in the name of
Jose Garcia, evidence was taken at the office of the United States surveyor-general at Santa
Fe, N. Mex., on the 7th day of March, A. D. 1888; there being present George W. Julian,
United States surveyor-general; .JohnH. Knaebel, attorney for claimant; Eugene A. Fiske,
attorney for the-owners of the Ignacio Chri:ves grant, No. 96, and Will. M. Tipton, trans·
lator ot United States surveyor-general's office, who acted as interpreter.
JOSE L. SANTILLANES, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
Q. (By Mr. Fiske.) What is your name, age, and place of residence, and occupation?-

A. My name is Jose L. Santillanes; my age, 49 years, and I live at Casa Salazar, precinct No. 15, Bernalillo County, N. Mex.; occupation. farmer.
Q. For how many years have you Jived in that vicinity and other places in the county
of Bernalillo ?-A. I have lived a11 my liJ e in Bernalillo County.
Q. Plea e look at this map, which is filed by the claimants of the Jos6 Garcia grant,
and ~tate whether you are acquainted with the country shown within the blue lines
shown on that map, and extending on the north about 3 miles north of Cabezon peak,
on the south as far as the Antonio Baca grant, as now surveyed, on the east so as to include the town of Casa Salazar, and on the west to the mountains. [Sketch-map of the
Jose Garcia grant, containing about76,000 acres, filed by claimants, here shown witness.]
(Objected to by .John H . Knaebel, because the question assumes that the private land
claim under investigation includes a t own; also, hecause the witness is not interrogated
independently of the sketch-map as to his knowledge of the lands described in claimant's
petition, and al o because the !:!aid sketch-map is not and does not purport to he an accurate map of the premises in controversy, it being merely a provisional sketch, constructed I ya clerk in the surveyor-general's office, and not the outcome or r~resentation
of any actual survey.)
A. Yes, sir; I know the lands from one side to t,h e other.
Q, How long have you been acquainted with that part of the country ?--A. I have
known that part of the country since 186D, and have not left there since, then.
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Q. Had you ever been there before you went there to live ?-A. No, sir; I never knew
the place until I went there to reside.
.
.
.
Q. How far is it from there to where you were born and hav~ ln:ed rn Bernal~llo
County?-A. I was born in Los Corrales, in Bernalillo County, which is about 45 miles
from there. I lived at Corrales from the time 1 was born until I went to live on the Rio
Puerco in 1869.
,
Q. State if you know how many inhabitants there are wit~in the boun_daries s?o~n _by
the blue lines on the sketch map yon have examined; also 1f you know if any of saHl rn~
habitants, if there are any, reside in towns, and 1f any reside in towns, state t~e name ol
the town or towns and the number of inhabitants in the towns.-A. Accordmg to my
belief there are not less than 1,500 inhabitants. Casa Salazar isa town which istbe furthest towards the soutll. and must have about 500 or UOO· inhabitants. There is another
place called the Ancon del Cochino, which has at least 100 inhabitants. Guadal_upe llas,
perhaps, more than 400 inhabitants. There is another new settlement, formerly <:_alled
Abra de los Cerros, the present name of which I have forgotten; there are about 20 persons there. ' The Cerro Cuate is a small place having fmm 50 tn GO inhabitants. . La
Posta, which is also called Cabezon, has about 20,t inhabitants. F1om La Posta in a
northerly direction for about 3 miles there are scattered bonses, w bich &re a part
of the settlement called La Tijera. There are from 50 to GO p~rsons living there he tween
La Posta and the Garcia ford (Vado de los Garcias).
Q. State whether or not all the places you have mentioned are towns with limits of
the land shown by tbe blue lines on the sketch map referred to.
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel as leading and improperly assuming that the alleged
settlements are "towns," and as calling for the mere opinion of this witness as to the
legal or political nature of such settlements.)
A. They are; and there are many people living there and farming.
Q. Do you know by what title the people within those limits _claim to occupy and
possess those lands? If you do, please state all you know about it.
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel as incompetent., also asan attP-mptto Rubject claimant's
title to the hearsay declarations of persons not produced as witnesseR, and also asau attempt to substitute the judgment and impressions ot' this witness and the hearsay gossip of unidentified persons for the judgment of the proper tribunal ordained by iaw. )
A. I and all the other settlers understand that we have settled upon Gove;rnment
land.
Q. Haveyou ever seen any i0atents from the Government for the land?
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel as leading, incompetent, and as c:alling for secondary
evidence, and for the opinion of a Mexican witness who (foes not understand English
and is examined here through an interpreter, respecting the purport, tenor, force, and
effect of pretended English documents emanating from the General Land Office but not ·
produced.)
A. What land; this we are talking about?
Q. Yes, or aoy part of it.-A. Yes, there are four patents which the Government has
given to people of Salazar, and if I am not mistaken, one of my companions has two of
them with him.
Q. Please look at these two United States patents and state if those are two of the
patents yon refer to as having seen. [Patent from the United States to Gomicindo Gar•
cia for NE. J of SW.¼ and W. ½ of SW. if of sec. 24, T. 15 N., H. 3 W., issued on homestead certificate No. 1105, on the 25th of February, J 885, and recorded volume 2, page
146, recorder's office, General Land Office; and United States patent to Ignacio Sandoval
for lots numbered 2, 3, 4. 5, and G of sec. 24, T. 15 N., H. 3 W., issued on homestead
certificate No. 1102, on the 25th of February, 1885, and recorded in recorder's office,
Gene~al Land Office, volume 2, page 144, are here shown witness.]-A. Yes, sir; they
are of those I have referred to. I have frequently seen them and had them in my bands.
They were given to parties who reside on this land. .
. Q. Do you know of any place upon this grant known a1-1 Ojo de Guadalupe?-A. Yes,
sir.
Q. Is there any settlement there now or has there been withi_n the memory of any
person living there, so far as you know?
(Objected. to by Mr. Knaebel so Jar ~s it call~ upon ~his witness to testify w]iat may
he the memory or other mental operat10ns of thud parties,and also hecause it attrihntes
miraculous power to this witness.)
A. Just at the spring ( Ojo) there is no settlement; but formerly, perhaps, there was an
Indian pueblo there.
Q. Miguel Garcia,, in his testimony in this cause. stattd that the ruins of the hou:se
which Captain Garcia, the alleged grantee of the grant in this case, occupied. can stiH be
seen close to the spring, and that snch ruins are commonly known as the house of Capt.
Jose Garcia; 1,tate whether or not there are any such ruins known or c!ommonly known
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as the ruins of the house of Capt. Jose Garcia either at the Ojo del Guadalupe or anywhere
else within the boundaries shown by the blue lines on the sketch map heretofore referred
to bv you in your testimony.
(Objected to by Mr, Knaebel as leading and incompetent, an~ because no fou1;1dation
is laid; also .because it is improper to state to witness what testimony has been g1Yen hy
Miguel Garcia, it being evident that this witness is adverse to claima~t ancl b!ought
here as a critic of claimant·s witnesses, aud therelore should not be furrnshed with the
cue or suggestion contained in the question.
Counsel appearing on behalf of the Ignacio Chaves grant protests against counsel for
claimant absorbing so much of tbe time of taking this testimony in injecting in his objections matters for which there is no proper foundation a'.nd otberwirn arguing bis case
through bis objections, and requests the surveyor-general to limit counsel for piaintiff in
his objections to such legal objections as only would be tolerated in the courts of law in
this country.
Mr. Knaebel, counsel for claimant, protests against the appearance in this P,roceeding
of the claimants of the Iguacio Chavez grant on the ground that they have no locus standi,
and that so far as the Jose Garcia claim infringes upon the suney of the Ignacio Chaves
grant,, this office has already determined that the conflicting part of the Ignacio Chaves
survey is fraudulent and void as against the United States; also that the Ignacio Chaves
claimants under cover of an adverse claim here are ingeniously attempting to reopen the
question of the Ignacio Chaves •mrvey in contumacious disreg;ard of the opinion and decision of the surveyor-general already made on the subject and reported to Congress and
the General Land Office.
Counsel for Ignacio Chaves grant renews his objection and request to the snrve_yor-general, and suggests that no :stronger evidence of the necessity for limiting counsel for claimant could be produced than the statements made by him since this objection was first
made, which, in the judgment of the coun:oel making this ohjection, have no uearing on
the question now at issue.
(By surveyor-general.) I think the question propounded by Mr. Fiske anrl prefaced
by the statement of what Miguel Garcia testified in a previons hearing of this case is
legitimate. I overrule tbe objection of Mr. Knaebel that Mr. Fiske has no stand ing in
thi8 investigation as the representative of the Ignatio Chaves grant and sustain the protest of Mr. Fiske against the statement, of Mr. Knaebel touching the survey of said grant,
as in the nature ofan argument and not justified under the form ofan ol1jection to the
evidence on the other side. It is not proper under the form of an exception to the competence ur legality of testimony to inject an argument upon the merits of the matter in
dispute.
A. I have never known any house known as the house of Capt. Jose Garcia either
there or in any other place; but I do know ruins of Indian pueblos there. I neither
1!:now nor have ever heard of any ruins known as the ruins of the house of Capt. Jose
Garcia.
Q. Are you a citizen of the United Statesandavoterin New Mexico ?-A. Yes, I am.
Q. You f'ay that you know some old Indian ruins near the spring ofGuadai'upe. State
bow you know them to be Indian ruins.-A. Because we have seen there stones and
dishes which only Indians use. In other Indian pueblos these same kind of stones and
dishes and (metates) Indian mills for grinding corn are found. We have also Jound at
these ruins pieces of turquoise (Chalchihuite); the turquoise had holes bored in it, as the
Indians were in the habit of doing for making ear-rings and bead~.
Q. State whether or not there was any broken Indian pottery found there in quantities.-A. There is a great deal of broken pottery, such as dishes, bowls, and pots.
Q. Are they such as the Pueblo Indians now manufacture ?-A. They are the same.
Q. Are these ruins compact or scattered, and about how large a space do they cover?A. There where we live there are a great many ruins in many places everywhere about
there. We believe that they are all Indian ruins, because in all of them are found these
bowls and dishes such as Indians use. The ruins at the Spring of Guadalupe are the
ruins of houses situated as the houses are in all the Indian pueblos. There at Guadalupe, as in other places on the land, the ruins are like the ruins of a house or a small
pueblo. The walls can not now be seen, and the ruins consist only of piles of stone.
Q. Is it not the custom ,,f the Pueblo Indians in New Mexico to build their houi;:es for
their towns in a compact mass rather than to stretch them out over a large expanse of
country ?-A. In those pueblos whice I have now seen it is the custom.
Q. How large a SJ?ace do the ruins at Guadalupe cover ?-A. They cover about 30 or
35 square yards. I refer to the ruins at the O.io de Guadalupe.
Q. How many yards are tbo e ruins from north to south and from east to west ?-A.
I haven ' t been able to examine them very carefully, but I believe that they are about
square, being about 30 or 35 yards from north to south and about the same d istance from
east to west.
0
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Q. What is the custom of the Pueblo Indians as to the number of s~orie~ they build
their houses ?-A. In some pueblos I have seen two-story houses, but m this place I am
speaking of there is neither house nor ~al~s; .°nly the ruins.
.
.
.
Q. State w hetber or not these ruins rndica.e that there were house!) bmlt all over this
30 or 35 yards square.
.
.
.
.
.
(Ohjected to by Mr. Knaebel as leadmg and callmg for witness's speculat10ns mstead
of his knowledge of visible effects.)
A. Yes sir · there were houses all over that space.
Q. Wh~re, if ever, did you hear that the land included within the blue lines on the
sketch-map heretofore referred to and examined by you, or any part of said land belonged to or was claimed to be within the limits of a grant alleged to have been made
to Capt. Jose Garcia ?-A: I have never be~rd it said nntil now.
.
.
Q. Did you not hear of it before you left your home ?-A. I never beard 1t until I
hear it here now.
Q. Were not the people in your vicinity informed something like a week ago that
there was a claim being made before the surveyor-general for approval of a grant, the
limits of which included your homes?
(Ob,iected to as leading, indefinite, and hearsay, and calling upon the witness to contradict b imself.)
A. They were so informed, but we did not know by whom the claim was made, and
for that reason we came here to get information on the subject.
Q. ls there any special reason personal to yourself why you should know anything
about Capt. Jose Garcia? If there is any state it.-.A. I have not known anything about
him until now.
Q. Do you say you never knew anything about Capt. Jose Garcia until now?-A.
Yes, sir; I didn't know anything about him before.
Q. Do you know any of bis descendants?-A. From what I am told now I know
Miguel Garcia is a descendant of his.
Q. Are you any relative of Capt. Jose Garcia?-A. I believe so. I am a Garcia by
my mother.
Q. Did you ever hear from your relatives, or any of them, that any portion of this
land was included in any grant to your ancestor, Capt. Jose Garcia?
(Objected to as incompetent, the witness not being shown to belong to the same family as Capt. Jose Garcia, or as having heard declarations from any person belonging to
that family, or claiming an interest in the Jose Garcia grant.)
·
A. I, for my part; have never beard anything about it.
Q. State whether or not any person or persons claiming to own a Jose Garcia grant
have ever made any such claim amon!!; the people or towns wbkh yon have stated in
your testimony or in any manner made any objection to those people or any of them occupying and possessing their lands under or receiving patents from the United States
for such lands under the public land laws of the United States.
( Objected to by Mr. Knaebel as leading and on grounds last stated.)
A. I have never heard that there was any one who made such claim or ,had placed
any obstacle in the way of the people living there.
Q. Do you know Apolonia Lucero, who lives at the Canon de Jemez, or near there?A. No, sir; I have never seen her_nor did I ever hear of her until now.
Q. Are there any school-houses or churches on this land you have mentioned claimed'
as a grant to Garcia ?-A. Yes, sir.
Cross-examination by Mr. KNAEBEL:
Q. Do you swear that, so far as y'ou know or have heard, all the lands embraced within
the blue lines laid down on the sketch-map heretofore shown you on your direct exam~
ination are public lands of the United States, except such parts thereof as have been
settled upon by people claiming under the United States land laws?-A. Yes, sir:
Q. Do you know the land grant claimed and occ!].pied as a grant made by the Spanish
Government to Miguel and Santiago Montoy.a?-A. No, sir; I do not.
Q. Before I asked you that question about the Miguel and Santiago Montoya grant
bad you ever heard any of the settlers referred to by you in your direct examination,
or anybody else, speak of such a Montoya grant, or refer to it in any manner ?-A.
No, sir; I never Jid; but I have heard of a grant to a certain Ignacio Chaves.
Q. Are you acquainted with a land grant in Bernalillo County known as the Antonio
Baca grant; and, if so, state its boundaries, and also stat~ everything else you know
about it.-A. I do . not know it; but I have heard it spoken of. I do.n 't know where

tt~

.

Q. Do you know the location or general situation of the northern boundary of the
Antonio Baca grant ?-A. No, sir.
Q. Do you know the boundaries or any of the boundari<:is of the grant made to
Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco and Pedro Padilla in the county of Bernalillo?-A. I
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kn;w from what I have been told that the northern bound~ry of that grant is south
of Casa Salazar at a place known as the little hill of the boundary ( cerrito del lindern ).
Q. Have you ever seen the cerrita del lindero?-A. Yes, sir; I have been frequently
at the place, and have known it as the cerrito del lindero ever since I became acquainted
with it.
Q. How long have you known the cerrito del lindero, and when and how did you first
learn Hs name ?-A. I have known it ever since I went to Casa Salazar, and I had beard
of it before I went, there. We recognjze it as the north boundary of the lands of Miera,
and from there northward the lands are public lands of the Government.
Q. Do you know a small hill or cerrito called the Angustura, and lying west of the
Puerco River?-A. I do not.
Q. Do you know the location of the pueblo of Zia ?-A. I have been there several
times. I know .it.
Q. Where is it situated, and how far does it extend to the west ?-A. It is situated
on t,h e river that we call the Jemez River; but I don't know bow far its lines ~xteud.
Q. Do you know the old highway that leads to and from the pueblo of Zia and
passes in the vicinity of Casa Salazar?-A. Yes, sir; I have been over that road many
times.
Q. Descdbe that highway as to its situation and course nnd tennini.-A. I ran not
tell where it begins or ends, as I do not know how far it may go in either dire<.:tion.
I know a road called the Zia trail (vereda de Zia) at the point where it crosses the road
along the Puerco River.
. Q. Do you know a mesa called the Bosque Grande north of the lands in question
bere?-A. No, sir; I do 11ot.
Q. Do you know a white table-land called the mesa de Chaca?-A. Yes, sir; I know
it; I have been there several times; I am told that is its name.
Q. Referring to the mesa which you so visited and were told is the mesa de Chara,
state when and by whom the name mesa de Chaca with reference to that mesa so visited by you was first mentioned in your presence.-A. Before I went to Casa Salazar I
knew the name of this mesa, and it is commonly known among the people by tb:it
m,me, and the Navajo Indians also refer to it as the ~esa Chaca.
Q. Is it not true that the mesa de Chaca begins in the Navajo Indian Reservation?A. I don't know, and what I don't know I can't say.
,
Q. Do you kuow the Canon de Chaca?-A. No, sir; I do not.
Q. Do you not .k now that the Canon de Cbaca begins in the Navajo Indian Reservation
and contains a little stream called the Rio Cbaca, or the Rio Chasca , and that the said
cafion is bounded by a mesa on the north for several miles west of the western boundary of the tract of land indicated by blue lines on the said sketch-map '?-A. But I don't
know where this Cafion de Cbaca is, and I have never seen it.
Q. Do you know the situation of the Spanish grant, in Bernalillo County, made to
Felipe Tafoya and Diego Antonio Chavez ?-A. No sir.
Q. Did you ever bear of the Ignacio Chavez grant, and if so, when did you bear of H
for the first time and from whom ?-A. I have beard it mentioned, but I can not say
positively when I first beard of it. It was perhaps three or four years ago, possibly
longer, when I heard it said that Don Ramon Baca had sold it. I don't recollect who it
was that I heard say it, but I learned it in town talking with some of the people who
told me that be was about to sell, or bad sold the grant, I am not certain which.
Q. Had you at any time before this talk of the people about Ramon Baca selling the
Ignacio Chavez grant ever beard or been in any manner informed of the existence of such
a grant, and if so, when, where, and under what circumstanceR were you informed of
the existence of such a grant, and what were the purport and extent of your in formation
on the subject ?-A. I don't recollect whether I had beard of it before or not, but I don't
think that I had.
Q. Where is the land embraced within the Ignacio Chavez grant?
(Counsel who appears in the interest of the Ignacio Chavez grant objects to the questions and to all previous questions asked by counsel for complainant, and moves to strike
out such questions and answers because the same are not cross-examination, and have no
bearing upon the issues now being tried.
A. I don't know the land. I have only heard it spoken of.
Q. What did you bear and from whom, as to the situation and extent of the Iirnacio
Cbav~z grant ?-A._ All I know about it is that I heard the pPople saying that Don Roman Baca wa. sellmg, o~ bad sold the Ignacio Chavez graut, but I can not o-ive a description of it because I am not acquainted with it, and I don't know where it is.
. Q. Hefe:rin~ to the cerro or ce:rito del lindero, the small. bill mentioneil by you, state
m what dnect10n and at what distance from the Puerco River that small hill is situate
and also what is the shape and appearance of the same.-A. The cerrito del li11dero i~
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on the east side of the Pnerco River and about 300yards from the river, and is a little
smaller than this room and not any higher than I am. It is like a little table in the
center of a small plain.
.
Q. Does the mesa prieta in the vicinity of that cerro de! ~indero come to a pomt ~t tl~e
beginning of a wide valley and meadow ~n _the Pu~rco River ?-A. The rnesa: pneta 1s
east of the cerro del lindero and the cerro 1s m the n ver botwru where there rn a large
meadow, but the mesci prieta does not come to a point there, as the cerro is about opposite
the center of the mesa.
Q. Do you know the Ojo de la Limita? And if so, describe it, giving its situation.-A.
I do know it from havingpass~d over the road near which it is situated; that is, the road
running west from fat Posta, and this spring is about 10 miles west of that place and
on one side of the road. I think the distance is about 10 miles; it may be more or less.
(Counsel, who appears in the interest of the Ignacio Chaves grant, ol~jects and moves
to· strike out all the questions and answers of counsel for claimant because the same are
not cross-examination, and are incompetent and immaterial. )
Testimony resumed March 8, 1888.
(Question by Mr. Knaebel.) What is the signification of the name Cerrito del Lindero,
and for what reason was that name applied to the low hill which you have described ?-A.
I don't know for what reason the hill was called the Cerrito del Lindero, but I have heard
it so called almost ever since I can reco~Ject. It is a boundary, because it divides one
land from another.
Q. Since yon have lived in New Mexico liave the lands within the limits indicated by
the blue lines on the sketch map been free from the depredations of savage Indians; and
if not, by what Indians have th~y been infested, and when and to what extent?
,(OQj ected to.)
·
.
~
A. 'fhese places were for many years infested by the Navajo Indians, and at the time
that I went there I lost horses and cattle that were nm off by those Indians. They frequently made raids through that part of the country and did a great deal of damage.
Q. Have you any claim pending against the Government of the United States for indemnity by reason of your losses occasioned by these Indian outrages ?-·A. I have.
Q. Wbat, if any, means did the settlers on the said lands employ to protect themselves against the incursions of the Indians ?-A. We were always armed, and in fact I
may say we never took the arms off of our persons. The first men who went there were 51
in number, and each one always had with him his rifle and pistol to defend himselt
against the Indians as best he could. The Indians usually came either in the evening
or at night to run off our stock, and we could not do much to prevent it.
Q. Do you know of any outrages committed by the said Indians upon women and
children; and, if so, what kind of outrages and to what extent?-A. I don't know of
any.
Q. Of the settlers mentioned by you in your direct examination, ~ow many do you.
know by name ?-A. I might be able to recollect the names of nill, from the first to the
last; but it is hardly probable, but I can name a great many.
Q. Name all you can, and give their respective places of residence.-A. Their place
of residence is now in Casa Salazar. I myself, Jose Santillanes, Estanislado Chavez,
Jose B. Griego, Antonio Maria Griego, Antonio Cordova, Antonio Gonzales, Ceredonio
Leyba, Diego Romero, Pedro Gonzales, Jose Lopez, sr., .Jose Lopez, jr., Cosme Lopez,
Mariano Gonzales, Pedro Garcia, Blas Montoya, Nicolas Cordova, .Jose Griego, Ansel
Griego, John Miller, Benito Montoya, Epitasio Sandoval, Ignacio Sandoval, Sosten Sandoval, Miguel Sandoval, Jesus Chaves, and many others in the town that I can mention.
if you desire. At the Ancon del Cocbino I knew by name Bernardo Valencia, Vidal
Valencia, Candelario Valencia, Jose Tachias, Jose Sandoval, Cesario Sandoval, Jose
Montano, sr., Jose Montano, jr., Teodoso Montano, Benino Analla, Nicolas Analla,
Vicente Anr,lla, Jos6 Serna, Jose Garcia y Rael, Felipe Montoya, Manuel Montoya, Salvador Gallegos, Caralampio Sandoval. There are others there whose surnames I do not
recollect, although I know their given names. In Guadalupe are Iiuis Gonzales, Juan
Salas, Toribio Salas, Cristino Griego, Juan Moray Chaves, Juan Mora y Marcos, Jose
Maria Mo_ra, Eulogio Mora, Vidal Mora, Rafael Mora, Mariano Aragon, Romaldo Mares,
and Longmo Gallegos. There are many more there, but I don't recollect their names
just now. At the place called the Ahra de los Cerros there are some whose names I don't
recollect. At Cerro Cuate there are Pedro Mestas and Jose Mestas, and there are many
others there whose names I don't recollect. At La PostaareJulian Kuchenbeck, Adolfo
Ablan, Jose Baca, HenarioGarcia, Lino Cordova. Nicolas Valencia, and Ambrosio Chavez. There are many others, but it is impossible to mention the names of all. From
La Posta up to the Vado de los Garcias there are a great many persons, all of whom I
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know by sight and some few by name-Jose Miguel Mestas, Toribio Lopez, Nerio Montoya, and some others whose names I can't now remember:
.
.
Q. Do you claim any ioterest in any part of the lands m quest10?; a nd, 1f so, what
part and under what title 1and h~w long_ have yo~ set up_such claim ?-A. I have an
interest in the lands at S~lazar, m precrnct No. lb. I claim that land as ~overn ment
land. Some of the people came here to make declaratory statements on their lands, but
I do not know whether such statements were valid or not. I have paid a surveyor to
survev my land and he informs me that I am upon Government land. In 1870 four
J:!:entlemen cam~ from there to Santa Fe by authority of the people to enter the lands,
but it is only a year since I had the surveyor make a survey of my land. I have the
description of my land as given me by the surveyor with me. (Produces the paper
showing the following numbers: "Jose Leon Santillanes, S. } of NE. ¼ and N.} of SE.
t, sec. 4, T. 14 N., R. 4 W.") I have not yet entered this land, because I have been
very busy and did not have time to attend to it, and I did not have the money to pay
for the survey.
Q. In making the survey did you act upon the advice of any lawyer?-A. No, sir;
only with a surveyor.
-:
Q. Do you know whether any of the settlers who made entries of parts of these lands
at the land office in Santa Fe consulted any lawyer or other counselor and acted under
his advice and wit,h his aid ?-A. I don't know a word about that.
Q. Have you had any conversation or dealings with Roman A. Baca and Amado
Chavez, or either, with respect to the said lands or your settlement thereon?
(Counsel for the Ignacio Chaves grant asks that the witness be instructed that he need
not answer any questions as to his private business unless he chooses to do so.)
(Objection by claimant to the giving of any such instructions as tending unduly to
restrict cross-examination and also tending to lead this witness to a voluntary suppression of the truth. Request for the instructions withdrawn.)
A. No, sir; I don't recollect that I have.
Q. Who told you to come here; how did you come here; at whose expense and in whose
company?-A. I and my companions have come here on account of a letter which Don
Esquipulo Nieto received, and he told us that a gentleman told him in the letter that
certain parties were trying to take away or to enter our lands. We four were appointed
by the people to come here and find out who it was that was claiming our lands. We
came on horseback; we came at our own expense, which, of course, will be shared by the
people. I came with Don Juan Mory Chaves, Don Esquipula Nieto, and Don Mariano
Gonzales.
Redirect examination:
(Question by Mr. Fiske.) Do you know or have ever beard that any of the places
or objects about which you were asked in your cross-examination yesterday and to-day
were ever referred to in any manner as a boundary or boundaries or limit of any part of a
grant made hy Spain to one Capt. Jose Garcia ?-A. No, sir.
Q. State, if you know, which was the older, the occupation of the Navajo Indians of
the land in <Juestion er the ruins of the old Pueblo Indian towns which you have referred
to in your testimony?
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel as conjectural and speculative.)
·
A. Of late years the Navajos have been the last Indians to occupy those places, but I
don't know and can not say as to how old these ruins of pueblos may be; but they are
very old, so old that I can not answer as to their age.
Q. Are those ruins not older than the recollection of any person you know of there ?
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel on same grounds as before.)
A. I believe that there is no one now living who can recollect when they were living
there. My father. who died ten years ago, was eighty-nine years of age at the time of
his death , and he bad never seen those ruins inhabited.
Q. Are not the Pueblo Indians now and at all future times, so far as you know, have
they not been a peaceable Indian living in towns and by cultivation of the soil?
·
(Objected to as prophetically ret;o pective, by Mr. Knaebel.)
A. Yes, sir; ever since I can recollect I have seen Indians living peaceably in their
pueblog.
Q. D you mean by that answer that the Pueblo Indians in New Mexico, so far as
you know, have be~n peaceable India·1s, living in towns and cultivating the soil ?-A.
The peaceable Indians that I have seen in New Mexico ever since I can recollect have
been cultivatmg the soil.
Question repeated.-A. Yes.
Re-cro s examination:
(Q uestion b_y Mr. Knaebel.) Do you not know by tradition that Pueblo Indians in
the panislf times captured Santa Fe, cut off the head of the Spanish governor, and
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kicked it around the plaza; and also that in Mexican times th~ Pueblo Indians revolted
against Governor Perez and. assas'li~at~d him?
·.
.
(Objected to by Mr. Fiske, as those were events that occurred rn 1680, and the witness was not then born.)
A. No, sir; I know nothing about that.
JOSE L. SANTILLANES.
Bubscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of March, 1888.
W. JULIAN,
Surveyor-General.

GEORGE

TESTIMONY OF JUAN MORA Y CHAVES.

In the matter of the investigation of private land claim, file No. 211, in•tbe name of
Jose Garcia,, evidence was taken at the office of United States surveyor-general at Santa ·
Fe, N. Mex., on the 8th day of March, A. D.1888; there being present George W. Julia.n, United States surveyor-general; John H. Knaebel, attorney for claimant; Eugene
A. Fiske, attorney for the owners of the Ignacio Chavez grant, No. 9G, and William M.
Tipton, translator of the surveyor-general's offiee, who acted as interpreter.
JUAN

:'.\foRA Y

CHAVES, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:

(Question by Mr. Fiske.) State your name, age, occupation, and place of residence.A. My name is Juan Moray Chaves; my age is fifty-four years; I am a farmer, and live
in Guadalupe, in Bernalillo County.
Q. Please look B,t this sketch-map of the alleged Jose Garcia grant and state whether
you are acquainted with the tract of land shown hy blue lines thereon, and extending
about :J miles north of Cabezon peak; south to the boundary of ibe Antonio Baca grant;
east to Cabezon peak. and so as to include the town of Casa Salazar; and west as far
as the mountains; and if yon are, state how long you have known that tract. (Sketchmap here shown. )-A. I know all of the tract south of La Posta, which place is sit,uated
about~ miles north of the Cerro de Cabezon. Have known it since 1874.
Q. Have you lived there since that time '?-A. Yes.
Q. State whether or not you have ever known or heard of any portion of this land being claimed to be within a Spanish grant said to have been made to Capt. Jose Garcia?A. No, sir.
Q. Did you ever hear of such grant in that part of the country ?-A. No, sir.
Q. Are there any people living on the land within the boundaries, as shown by the
blue lines as shown by this sketch-map?-A.. Yes, sir; I think there must be 1, ,500.
Q. Do they live chiefly in towns or scattered about over the trnct'?-A.. There are small
settlements from LaPosta down toCasa Salazar on both sidesofthe river; some of them
might he called towns, but they are small, and a great many people live scattered up and
down the river.
Q. Which are the two largest towns and what is their population respectively, on the
tract mentioned ?-A. La Posta and Casa Salazar. There must be about 500 inhabitants
at La Posta and about 600 at Casa Salazar.
· Q. Do you know a place called Ojo de Gaudalupe, in the tract shown by the blue lines
in this sketch-map ?-A. I do.
·
Q. State whether or not you know or have ever heard of any ruins near there called
or known as the ruins, as the house, or place, of Capt. .Jose Garcia.-A. No, sir; I have
never beard of them.
Q. Are there any ruins near that spring, and if so, of what character are they ?-A.
There are ruins on top of the mesas, which were perhaps ruins of o]d Indian towns
(pueblos); they are now only mounds of stone and dirt.
·
Q. What leads you to think they are ruins of Indian towns?-A. The ruins of the
houses are like the--- of tl,e houses in which Indians live now; and there is a great
deal of broken pottery, such as bowls, pots, and dishes that the Indians use.
Q. Under what titlcl, ff any, do the inhabitants of this tract, shown by the blue lines
on this sketch-map, hold or claim title to lands they occupy?-A.. They claim it under
the Government as public land.
Q. Where have you lived for the past thirty-five or forty years ?-A. I have lived at
Guadalupe, on the Rio Puerco, since 1874, within the tra.ct mentioned. I went there from
Los Algodones, where I had lived for about nine years, I think. Algodones must be
ahout 5:i miles from Guadalupe. Before I had lived at Algodones I bad liveo at Las
Placitas from the time that I was about four or :five years old, where I was taken by my
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father, who moved there from Bernalillo, where I was born. I think it must be about
60 miles 1rom Las Placitas to Guadalupe.
.
Q. In which direction is Placitas and Algodones from Guadalupe?-A. Guada,lupe is
west of those places; Guadulupe is on the Rio Puerco.
JUAN MORAY (bis x mark) CHAVES.
Witness:
W. L. JONES.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of March, 1888.
GEO. W. JULIAN,
Surveyor-General.

TESTIMONY OF MARIANO GONZALES.

In the matter of the investigation of private land claim, file No. 211., in the name of
Jose Garcia, evidence was taken at the office of the U. S. surveyor-general at Santa Fe,
N. Mex., on the 8th day of March, A. D. 1888; there being present George W. Julian,
U.S. suneyor-general; John H. Knaebel 1 attorney for claimant; Eugen~ A. Fiske, attorney for the owners of the Ignacio ChaYez grant, No. 96, and Will. M. Tipton, translator
of t he surveyor-general's office, who acted as interpreter.
MARIANO GONZALES, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
(Q ue. tion by Mr. Fiske. ) State your name, age, occupation, and place of residence.A. My name is Mariano Gonzales: my age is going on thirty-three years; I am a farmer,
and live at Caza Salazar, in Bernalillo County.
Q. Please look at this sketth-map and state whether or not you are acquainted with
the bnds within the tract there marked with blue lines ; and, if so, state how long you
have been acquainted with that tract. (Sketch-map of Jose Garcia grant :filed by claimants here shown witness. )-A. I am acquainted with it. I have known jt Rince 1874.
Q. Are there any people residing on that tract; and, if so, how many ?-A. In my
opinion, there are not less than 1, 800 per::ons.
<). State, if you know. whether ther,e are any towns upon that tract; and, if so, bow
many.-A. There are; Casa Salazar, down below Rincon del Cochino, Guadalupe, a new
settlement which is called Santa Clara, Los Cerros Coates, La Posta, and a portion of La
"Tijera.
Q. What was the population of La Posta, and of Casa Salazar, when you went there,
and what is it now ?-A. According to my c-alculation, there were about 200 people at
La Posta. when I first knew the place in 1874. There are now about 400, I think.
There were at that time about 300 at Casa Salazar, and I think now there are probably
700.
.
Q. Under what title, if any, do the people on this tract hold or claim title, if you
know?-A. I know that the people claim their lands as homesteads under the United
States public land laws.
tJ. ,~tate whet.her or not any of the land in this tract has been claimed, so far as you
know, to helong to a Spanish grant said to have been made to Capt. Jose Garcia.-A. I
ne,·er have heard that it bas heen so claimed.
,
ti. Do you know where the Ojo de Gua.dalupe is within this tract ?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. State whether or n ot there are any ruins near that springwhich-are called or commouly known as the ruins of the place or honse of Capt. Jose Garcia.-A. I know some
ruins near the spring as ruins of an Indian town, but I have never hear:d that they were
mi ns of the hou. e of any particular ·person.
Q. I low do you know they are ruins of an Indian town ?-A. Because there the ruins
are similar to ruins of Indian towns (pueblos) that I have seen. and. because there is a
grrnt cleal of broken pottery found there such as the Indians make.
<l- How la rge are those ruins near the spring ?-A. The nearest ruin to the spring is
a . quarc about, ;30 yards on each side, and in the hills and on top of the mesa, about a
thon. aud yard.·, more or les , from the first ruin, are other ruins of a similar character.
The e ruins are ahout the same. ize.
ros -examination:
(Q ne. tion hy Mr. Knaebel.) Do you swear that the settlers within the limits of the
lands in quc tion _have compliecl with the land laws of the United States in locating the
born tead. ment1onecl by you in yonr direct examination ?-A. I know that they have
take_n th ~ ne~e ary, tep. : that they have had the lands surveyed; that some have made
entnes ol th 1r lands and ome h ave already received patents. I know that a great many
baYe taken np their lands according to the sections and some have come here to make
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their entries; but a great many others have not come because they are very poor and
could not afford the expense.
· . .
.
Q .. Of the settlers on the lands in question, whom you refer to _as ~la1mmg homesteads_
within the limits thereof, how many claim such homesteads w1th!n th_e north half of
the lands indicated hy the blue lines of this sketch-map?-A. I thmk tnat the two patents I have with me are for lands in the northern half of the tract, and there are five
persons who have made entries of lands in that part of the tract, but who have no~ :ret
received patents. I think there are five such persons, but, I am not perfectly positive
as to the number.
A. OJ the eighteen hundred persons who, as you state. you believe to live within the
l i mi.ts of the tiact in ouestion, bow many claim any interest or interests in that tract, or
any part thereof, und~r the land laws of the United States ?-A. The same I have just
mention ed. Above there is another precinct, and I don't know how many there may
be in it.
Q. Do the four hunr1red persons that you testify live at LaPosta have their usual residences in the plaza of La Posta, living, eating, and sleeping there in houses of their
0\',n ?-A. Ye~, sir; some in houses and some in buts (ja~ales), because there are more
people going there all the time and settling the place.
Q. Do the :-eYen hundred people living at Casa Salazar, as you have testifiec1, h:vi-e
their nsnal residences iu the plaza of Casa Salazar, eating, sleeping, and living in their
own hous2s and jacales in the said plaza ?-A. These different persons live and eat in
their own houses at Casa Salazar, at Hi.neon del Cochino, at Guadalupe, and Santa Clara.
Q. Of the 1,800 persons that in your opinion live upon the tract in question, how many
altogether live, eat, sleep, and reside in houses of their own, occupied ~s their usual
homes, in the plazas of Casa Salazar, Rincon del Cochino, Guadalupe, Santn. Clara, Los
Cerros Cuates, La Posta, and La Tijera ?-A. In Casa Salazar I think there are about
500 i-ouls; in Rincon del Cocbino there may he 150; in Guadalupe, about 400; in Santa
Clara, perhaps 50; in Cerros Cuates, perhaps 200; in La Posta and a portion of La Ti.iera
there must he about 400. I am certain of this, that in the last eleetion in my precinct
there Were 179 voters; of these at least 100 are beads of families and have from five to
six children; rather more than less.
Q. Do any of these people residing in these plazas, or any of them, pretend to claim
homesteads or pre-emptions within the tract in question outside and remote from their
said residences ?-A. No, sir; not that I know of; they only claim at this place. I know
that in some cases one.person has taken up a homestead and from eight to ten others
have joined him because there was not much land, and they have divided it among
them, ~ certain number of Yaras to each one.
'
Q. When you swore on your direct examina.tion that you know that the people on the
tract in question claimed their lands as homesteads under the United State public land
laws, what lands did you intend to refer to, and how many acres are embraced in all
the hornesteads taken together which you refer to as so claimed ?-A. I can't answer
that quest,ion because I don't know.
Q. Did yon not swear on your direct examination that. you are acquainted with the
tract of land Jnarked by the blue lines on the sketch-map and that you have known that
tract sinc3 1874 ?-A. Yes, sir; I did, and it is true.
Q. In your opinion, how many acres of land are contained in the said tract?-A. If I
sav so many acres I state a lie, because I can't calculate such a thing.
Q. To the best of your ability state how long and how wide is this tract of land
(marked on the sketch-map with blue lines) which you state you areacquainted with?A. I think it is about 15 miles long from north to south. I calculate this distance from
having been told what were the northern and southern boundaries of the tract· now in
order to calculate the width, I must know what the eastern and western bound~ries ~re.
Q. How wide is the land occupied by the people?-A. About 9 miles.
Q. If you know state to what extent Don Amado Chavez bas been concerned in facilitating the settlement of any part of the lands in question under the United States land
laws.-A. I don't know that be has done anything.
HP-direct examination:
(Question by Mr. Fisk,e.). I~ it not_t~ue ~bat all the lands within this tract susceptible
of use for the purposes ot gammg a hvmg 1s located here and there alouo- the streams and
smah in quantity as compared with the whole area?-A. Yes, sir; it~.
q. St~te wba~ ~roportion of tb3:t land that is good is occupied by people there under
their cla1m; or 1s 1t a.tall so occu1)1ed ?-A. All the good land along the river is occupied.
MARIANO GONZALES.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of Mar~h, 1888.
GEO.

W.

JULIAN,

Surveyor-General.
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TESTIMONY OF JOSE ESQ,UIPULA NIETO.

In the matter oftbe investi!mtion of privat~ land claim file No. 211, in the name of
Jose Garcia, evidence was tal;en at the office of the U . S. surveyor-general, at Santa
Fe, . Mex., ontbe8tb day ofMarch, A_. D. 1888. tbernbei~gpresentGeor~e W. _J ulian,
U. S. surveyor,general; John H. Knaebel, attorney for claimant; ~ugene P:· Fiske, attorney for the owners of the Ignacio Chavez grant _No. 96, and Will. M. Tipton, translator of the surveyor-general's office, who acted as mterpretcr.
JosE EsQUIPULA NIETO, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
(Question by Mr. Fiske.) State your name, age, occupation, =:i,nd _Pl?-ce o_f residence._A. My name is Jose Esquipula Nieto; my age, 66; my occupat10n 1s rarmmg, and I live
at Guadalupe, Bernalillo County.
.
. .
_
Q. Are you acquainted with the land mcluded w1thm the blue lmes of t~e sketchmap of the alleged .Tos6 Garcia grant, which takes in a tract of country extendmg on the
north about three miles north of Cabezon peak, and on the south as far as the grant
to Antonio Baca· on the east as far as Cabezon peak, and including the town of Casa
Salazar, and on the west by the mountains? [ Sketch-map filed by claimant in this case
here shown witness.J-A. Yes, sir; I do.
Q. Are there any people l iving within the boundaries of the land shown by the blue
lines · and if so how many?-A.. I think there are probably fourteen or fifteen hundred.
Q. 'Are tbere'any towns on that tract; and, it so, what are their na-.:nes?-A.. T~ere
are large and small towns from Casa Salazar up to the Garcias ford (vado de lu~ Garcias) ,
wl1ere the Santiago Montoya grant begins.
Q. State, if you know, under whom these people claim title, so far as you know.A. They claim it under the Government, as homesteads.
Q. llave you ever beard that atiy portion of this tract w:1s claimed by any person
under a grant said to have been made to Capt. Jose Garcin,?-A. No, sir.
Q. Staie whether or not any person or persons have, to your knowledge, in any manner
disturbed any settler on this tract, or objected t o their living there under the United
States public land laws. -A. No, sir.
Q. For what length of t ime has most of these people lived t,bere on that tract, so far
as you know'?-A. When I went there in 1875 there was a town at Caf'a Salazar, and
there were also settlements at La Posta and at La Tijera. The greater portion were
there when I went there.
Q. State whether or not you know, or have ever beard of, any ruins on that tract that
were known or commonly known as the ruins of the house or place of Capt. Jose Garcia. A. I don't know any such ruin, and have never beard of it. The only ruins that I k now
are ruins of an Indian town (pueblo), which are fom.ild on the mesa, and below on the
bill . The nearest point of the ruins is about 300 yards from the Guadalupe spring (ojo
de Guadalupe) . The spring. is situated in a canon, and the ruins are on the side of the
cniion, and also on top of the mesa.
_
Q. How do you know that the ruins near the Ojo de Guadalupe are Indian ruins ?- A.
I know it from the fragments of pottery which arc found in aU parts of these ruins, of
which the walls are not now standing, the ruins bein!.: shown only by heaps of earth
and stone. I myself made an excavation.there in which I found pieces of pottery painted
in different figures; other pieces which looked as if they bad been indented with some
sharp in:trament. I also found a bowl, a plate, and a number of pots :filled with corn
meal which had the appearance of ashes. There were a lso many piecr:s of turquoise, such
as the Indian u e in making necklaces. By Indians I mean Pueblo Indians.
Q. • tate whether or not the Ojo de Giwdcilupe is within or without the lands embraced
hy tbe blue lines on the sketch-map, and whether or not there are any other ruins except tho e you have described.-A. The spring is within the boundaries shown by th e
blue li!1 , and there are no other ruins near tl.Je spring ttw,n those I l1ave described.
Testimony resumed March 9, 1888.
Cro -exairiination by JOHN H. KNAEBEL, counsel for claimant:
Q. Do you know the cerro or cerrito del lindero on the southern boundary of the tract

of land in question ?-A. I do.
Q. DP cribe that small bill, and state whether you know how it derived its name. A. I bav_e ~nown this bill about five or six years. It is not a c:errito as much as it is a
lornrJ as it 1, very small. It is situated on the ea t side of the Puerco H.iver and about
30 yard from the stream, and is in a meadow (ven-a)
where a <1reat deal of cliamiso
0
~row~. I don't know why it i called that. That is the only thhlg I have ever beard
1tc.1.11 d.
2- -~r~ you _acquainted with ~ny othe:r land grant or land grants contiguous to or in
the v1 1111ty of the traot of land m qnest10n? If so, name them.-A.. No, sir; I am not .
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Q. Who first informed you of the pendency of the present controversy in the offi.ee of
the surveyor.general?
.
.
.
(Objected to by counsel for Ignacio Chavez grant, as mcompetentand 1mmatenal, and
requests the surveyor-general to instruct the witness that he need not answer as to the
sources of his information.)
.
A. I learned this from a friend of mine.
Q. Give the name of that friend.
·
.
(Couesel for Ignacio Chavez grant requests witness not to a nswer the question.)
A. It was a certain J osc Jaramillo.
Q. Did not Amado Chavez also comm?-nicat~ with you on the subject? .
(Objected to by Mr. Fiske, who advises witness not to answer question unless he
wants to.)
A. Don Amado Chavez said nothing to me about it.
Q. Do you know Don Amado Chavez and Col. Max Frost ?-A. I know Don Amado,
but I don't know the other man.
Q. So far as yon know or have heard, what ad vice or assistance has Don Amado Chavez
given to any of the settlers in respect of their alleged claims ?-A. I don't know anything about that.
Q. Is Don Amado Chavez a lawyer, and the same Don Amado Chavez who was lately
a Republican member of the Territorial council, and is engaged ih cattle ranehing in
New Mexico in company with Don Hemon Baca, Col. Max Frost, and other prominent
gtntlemen ?-A. I don't know whether he is so engaged.
Q. How long have you known Don Amado Chavez ?-A. At least three years, in which
time I think I have seen him twice.
Q. Do you know a gentleman called Judge Freeman, who was connected with the
English purchasers of the Ignacio Chavez grant, and aided them in the said purchase?
(Objected to by Mr. Fiske, as leading and assuming facts not in existence, and not
cross-examination. )
A.. No, sir.
Q. Did you have anything to do at any time in respect of the Ignacio Chavez grant
or in advising o~ rendering service in the regulation or acquisition of the transfer of the
title of the heirs ofthegrantees?-A. No, sir. .
'
JOSE EsQUIPULA (his x mark) NIETO.
Witness:
W. L. JONES.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 9th day of March, 1888.
GEO. W. JULIAN,
Surveyor-General.

TESTIMONY OF JOSE YNES PEREA.
In the matter of the investigation of private land claim, file No. 211, in the nanie of
Jose Garcia, evidence was taken at the office of the United States surveyor-geueral at
Santa Fe, N. Mex., on the 31st day of March, 1888; there being present George W.
Julian, United States surveyor-general; John H. Knaebel, attorney for claimant; Eugene A. Fiske, attorney for the owners of the Ignacio Chaves grant No. 96, and William
M. Tipton, translator of the surveyor-general's office, who acted as clerk; the witness
givieg his testimony in English.

JOSE YNES PEREA, being :first duly sworn, on his oath deposes and says, in answer .
to interrogations:
Question, (by Mr. Knaebel.) What is your name, age, occupation, and place of residence ?-Answer. My name is Jose Ynes PereD.; my age is :fifty-one years; my occupation is minister of the gospel in the Presbyterian Church, and J reside at Los Corrales
Bernalillo County, N. Mex.
'
Q. Look at the sketch-map in evidence of the alleged Jose Garcia grant in Bernalillo
County and state to what extent, if any, you are acquainted with the lands embraced
within the area indicated by the blue lines on the saidsketch-map.-A. I am acquainted
with the ]and ; I believe with all of it.
Q. What, if any, settlements are now within the boundaries indicated by the blue
lines ?-A. There are three that I know of: Cabezon, Guadalupe, and Salazar.
Q. Are there any churr:hes or any public schools or other public buildings in those
settlements, that you know of?-A. There is a Catholic church in the course of construction at Salaza!; there are no school-houses or other public buildings that I know
of. We Presbyterians have had a school there andsohavethe Catholics, but no school-
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houses. I have seen the uncompleted church there for the last eight or ten years. It
may have been longer; I am not certain.
Q. State what, if anything, you know of your own personal knowledge, as to the inception of the exisLing settlements within the area of land indicated by the said blue
lines givino-0 the time and circumstances of t,he inception of said settlepients. -A. Until
1867 there was no settlement. There were signs of some settlements many .vears
before, such as ruins. On Guadalupe Creek were some buildings or ruins of buildings.
In Salazar were cedar corrals and foundations of Mexican houses, very old. I was the
first settler on the place, or rather the first to try to settle. I did not, in fact, settle.
I tried to settle there in 1867. The Indians were very bad at the time, the Navajo Indians I mean. Don Francisco Aragon was the only man with me trying to settle. We
moved away from Bernalillo County to San Miguel County in the spring of 1868 on account of the Indians, who drove our stock away. tn the winter Don Euvaldo Garcia
went to the Canadian River where I was with my stock and asked me for a paper or deed,
leaving my improvements to him in Salazar-of a bridge, a dam, and broken land for farming and fencing. He came that same winter and took the land. I do not know whether he
came to the land office. In 1874 I came back again to Salazar and found it occupied,
and went to Guadalupe and took a claim of land there. It was then that Guadalupe
was settled bv a number of families. We came to the ia.nd office to re!!ister our claims-.
I think it
the next year, 1875.
Q. Do you mean that the existing settlements on the lands in question have all taken
place since you made the :first attempt to settle in the year 1867?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. To what extent are you familiar with the usages and customs of the Mexicarr people as to the construction of their houses and the kind of furniture used by them; and
to what extent are you acquainted with Mexican and Pueblo Indian ruins in this Territory ?-A. I am acquainted enough to know the difference between ~frxican and Indian
buildings or furnitnre.
Q. With reference to the ruins to which you have referrerl, state particularly where
those ruins are situate, and whether in your opinion they are ruins of structures madtl
by Pueblo Indians or Mexicans.-A. I do not know the exact situation just now.
When I saw them they were in Guadalupe Creek and in Salazar. I feel quite sure they
were Mexican buildings.
Q. State whether you know the Ojo de Guadalupe; and, if so, whether any of the said
ruins which you characterize as Mexican are in the vicinity of that spring.-A. There
are, in the same creek or a,rroyo where the spring is, above the _spring. I think they are
a fow miles above.
Q. State wh~ther the existence of fragments of painted pottery in such ruins or other
old ruins in New Mexico is an indication that the ruins are Indian rather than Spanish
or Mexican; and give the grounds for your testimony on that subject.-A. The Mexicans
and the Indians have used pottery alike until the new-comers have brought other untensils, and on that account it is impossible to tell whether the ruins are Indian or Mexican.
Q. Who were the manufacturers of the domestic pottery commonly used in the early
days by the Mexicans living on the fx:ontier, or in settlements remote from the centers of
population in this Territory?
(Objected to by Mr. Fiske as immaterial and because it does not appear that this witness has any such general knowledge of early times, presumable before he was born, as
the question calls upon him to stat~.)
A. I understand that the Pueblo Indiam1 were.
Q. Referring to witnesses heretofore examined in this proceeding, named, respectively,
Jose L. Santillanes, Jose Esquipula Nieto, Juan Moray Chaves and Mariano Gonzales,
state which, if any of those persons you know.-A. I know th~m all .
. Q. State where they respectively reside, and what facts you know as to the time and
circumstances of their said residence.-.A.. Jose Leon Santillanes and Mariano Gonzales
are residing at Salazar. Juan Moray Chaves and Esquipula Nieto reside in Guadalupe.
The first two were in Salazar in 1874. I do not know the time when they went there.
The last two went with me in 1874, to settle there.
Q. Sta,te what, if anything. yon know as to the residences and landed possessions of
t~e four persons last named in any other place outside of the limits of the lands in question.-A. Juan Moray Chaves had a home and property in Al god ones, Bernalillo County.
I do not know whether the others had any or not.
9· Do y_ou kno~ anything respecting a house ancl vineyard owned and occupied by the
said E qmpula Nieto m the town of Bernalillo ?·-A. I do not•
. Q. State whether or not any of the present settlers within the lands in question came
10 ~e~ent years from San Mateo and Cebolleta in Valencia County, where they had been
re 1dmg on a land grant or land grants in which Ramon A. Baca and bis nephew,
Amll,do Chaves, or one of them were or was largely interested.
( qbjected to by Mr. Fiske, because it does not appear that this witness has any information that Roman A. Baca or Amado Chaves ever had any interest in any grant what-
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ever and because it is immaterial where the settlers came from or what lands they
occu'pied prior to their settlements on the Jands in question.)
A. I know a few from Cebollita; none Jrom San Mateo. I do not know whether they
resided on land grants or bad any landed property whe,n they came to Salazar. Jua_n
de Jesus Serna is one of them; there is also a man named Valdez, but I do not know h1s
first name. Those are all I can now remember.
Cross-examination by Mr. FISKE:
Q. Did you ever see any of the land within the blue lines on that map prior to 1867?~

A. I saw the land some years before, as I was keeping stock on it.
Q. How many years before, and what portions of the land did you see?-A. About
three years; and it was overrun every year very often, looking for stock and sheep.
Q. How many times did you see _any part of that land during those three years;· and
what parts did you see?-A. Three or fourttimes; and I visited and saw the valley of
the Puerco River and the springs of Guadalupe.
Q. You used that land for a ranch for your cattle, did you not?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Why did you go there in J 867 to make it your home, alter having had three years'
experience with the Indians, if the Indians were dangerous, as you have intimated?\\.. I thought I couldn't find a better ranch 1or the cattle, and the Indians were taken
to a reserYation on the Pecos River.
'
Q. Then the Indians were quiet during the three years preceding your going there
in 1867?-A. We were hoping they would be, but they drove away our sheep that very
same year ot' 1867.
Q. Had they driven away any of your sheep and cattle prior to 1867?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. How man_y?-:-A. About 1,:200. They would have driven them all away but they
eouldn't. They were defended some by the shepherds.
Q. Were the Navajoes at war with the white people at that time?-A. Though the
great bulk of the Navajo Indians had been captured and taken to the reservation of the
Pecos River about 1864, there was a remnant still nt war.
Q. These depredations were committed by this remnant, were they not?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. About wha'G year did that war begiu '?-A. I do not know in what year it began.
I had been away from the country. I came back in 1863, from California.
Q. Did you drive your flocks and herdR in there knowing that the Indians were at
war there ?-A. We were hoping the Indian war would soon end.
Q. Has Euva]do Garcia been residing at the ·place you conveyed to him, as stated in
your testimony, since 1868'?-A. He resided there until he died, in 1R74.
'
Q. How long since you have seen any of the landincontroversy?-A. I visit the place
about every month.
Q. For how many years have sBrvices been held in the church you speak of at Salazar?J\.. Eight years.
Q. Though there are no public :;,chool buildings at either of the three towns mentioned
by you as within the blue lines on the map, is it not true that there are buildings there
that for years have been used for school purposes?
( Objected to by Mr. Knaebel, because proof of the present fostering of education under
the American Government has no tendency io negative a grant made prior to 1760 by
the King of Spain, or to excuse the Government from due performance of its treaty ob]i!mtions.
·
~Counsel offers this testimony for the purpose of showing t he improbability of the claimant and t.b ose under whom he claims have permitted towns containiqg churches and
s~hool-houses to grow up and thrive upon this land for many~years without protest or
objection, and to make larg-e improvements upon said lands, if in fact there were any
just title to said lands under a grant.)
.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. When you fint entered upon tht land in controversy, in 1867, did you make any
effort to register your daim to that land, or any part of it, with the register or receiver
of the land office of the United States at Santa Fe or elsewhere'?
(Objected lo by Mr. Knaebel, because the wit:c.e~s by his efforts could not confer on
the register and receiver a jurisdiction denied to them by the act of 1854.) r
A. We moved from Lhe place, Salazar, to tbe Canadian River about the time we had
intended to apply for the land at the land office.
Q. Did you take your fl.o ~ks and herds with you to the Canadian River from Salazar ?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. While they were upou this land in controversy were they occupying it as Go'7ernment land ?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. Yon went on there, remained there, and left there without permission from any
person or authority except such as were given to citizens of the United States hy the
land law of the lrnited States?
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel as ingeniously assumptive of non-existent law and fact.)
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A. Yes, sir; I then thought it was public land. .

.
and, if so, when
did you first bear of it ?-A. I haven ' t heard ot 1t until two or three weeks ago, when
Mr. Otero mentioned it to • e.
Q. Did you ever examine closely the old ruins on Guadal~pe Creek m?ntioned by you;
and, if so, when did you last examine them ?-A. I exammed them m 1867, and not
since.
Q. For what purpose were you then examining them?-~. From mere curiosity.
Q. Dirl you then have any idea of examining th~m to discover whet?er or not they
were mins of former habitations by Spaniards, Mexicans, or Pueblo Indians? Was that
purpose in your mind when you so examined those ruins ?-A. I di~ n_ot so examine
them, nor did I have any purpose except to examine them through cunos1ty.
Q. Is that also true of the ruins which
exarp.ined at Casa ,Salazar ?-A. It is true.
Q. Did you ever bear of a grant called the Ca_P~am J

.

~se Garcia grant;

lou

Redirect examination:
Q. Did you about two years ago apply to the claimant Mariano S. Otero for his aid
in acquiring or settling the title to a tract of the land in question in consequence of information or beliefwhieh you had that it was not part of the public domain of the
United States?-A. I did. I then heard that there was a claim on the land as a grant.
Q. When, if e, er, did you first hear of the existence of land grants known as the Ignacio Chaves, the Antonio Baca, and the Miguel and Santiago Montoya grants, or any
tbereof'?-A. I cau not well remember the time. I did not know the names of the
grants until lately.
Q. When you first went to the Rio Puerco did you send a man named Aragon to inquire re ··pecting the existence of a land grant covering the lands in question ?-A. Yes,
sir.
'
Q. State whether or not you then sent that same man to Cristobal Armijo, of Albuquerque, 'to make of him a like inquiry.-A. I did. I sent to Don Juan Cristobal
Armijo.
Recross-examination:
Q. When you sent to make inquirii-~s concerning this land, as to its being covered by

auy grant, hacl you then any idea that it was covered by any grant, or were you simply
making general inquiries as to whether or not the land you were about to take possession of was public land of the United States?-A. In 1867 I sent to inquire whether
there was any grant, so as to make snre to occupy Government land. I bad not heard
that there was any grant covering the land.
JOSE YNES PEREA.

Subscribed and sworn

t.o

hefore me this 31st day of March, A. D. 1888.
GEO. W. JULIAN,
Surveym·-General.
TES'rIMONY OF SEVERO MARTIN.

In the matter of the investigation of private land claim, file No. 211, in the name of
,To 6 Garcia, evidence was t.'1ken at the office of the U. S. surveyor-general at Santa
Fe, ~ - Mex., on the 31st day or March, 1888; there being present George W. Julian,
U. , '. sur~eyor-general; John H. Knaebel, attorney for claimants; Eugene A. Fiske,
attorney tor the owners oft.he Ygnacio Chaves grant, No. 96, and Will. M. Tipton, translator of the surveyor-general's office, who acted as interpreter.
SEVE~O MARTIN, being first duly sworn on his oath, deposes and says in answer to interrogations:
(Q uestion h.Y Mr. Knaebel). What is your name, age, occupation, and place of resi~ence?-A .. My na~e if> Severo _Martin; I am forty-two years old; my occupation is farmmi, and I hve at Casa alazar, m Bernalillo County.
Q. How many people Jived at Casa Salazar when you first went to live at that place?A. Some 15 or 20 men pr rbaps. I mean that many beads of families. There were perhap 40 or 50 per on .
. Q. How many years ago did you first settle at Casa Salazar ?-A. It must be about
fourteen or fifteen year .
. Q. Among ihe _inhabitants of Casa alazar did yon know any person named Garn"!a ; and
1f_ Ro, wha~ was h;. full name, and when and under what circumstances did you firsi; form
h1 · acquamtance _?-A. l knew a man named Gumacindo Garcia. In the year 1874, when
I went there to live, he went al o. There was a man distributing the lands there when
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I and Gnmacindo Garcia went there. This ma.n was Uvaldo Garcia, and he did not wish
to give lands to us, but finally he did so, saying that Gumacindo Garcia was an heir of a
certain Garcia de Noriega.
,
.
.
.
Q. Upon what claim did the said man proceed: or preten~. to pro?eed, m d1c_tatmg as
to the distribution of lands to which you refer, and what, if anythmg, was said at the
time of said distribut-ion in 1874 in reforence to the title to the said land?
(Objected to by Mr. Fiske as incompetent, immaterial, calling for hearsay t estimony,.
and because no foundation has been laid showing witness's knowledge of the facts concerning which he is questioned.)
A. Nobody claimed anything; they went there and made the town.
Q. At the time and on the occasion of this distribution of lands at Casa Salazar what,
if anything, was said by anybody as to any Garcia title or claim.
(Objected to by Mr. Fiske as leading and suggestive.)
A. Nothing was said.
Q. Explain what you mean by what you have testified about the objection made by
Uvaldo Garcia at the time of the distribution.-A. At :first he did not want to give land
to Gumacindo; and afterwards be told me that he was going to give it to him because
he was under the impression that be was of those same Garcias y Noriegas, because there
was at that place a grant to those same Garcias y Noriegas.
(Objected to by Mr. Fiske and moved to strike out as being hearsay.)
Q. State whether or not in the said distrib.ution of lands in 1874 Gumacindo Garcia
participated; and, if so, what lands he entered upon and occupied himself at Casa Salazar.-A. He occupied lauds in the same place where we havelandsaboveCasaSalazar.
Q. Is the said Gumacindo Garcia living or dead; and if dead, when and where did be ·
die, and what, if any, family did he leave?-A. He is living at Salazar.
Q. What, if any, land grants have you ever heard of as existing contiguous to or in
the vicinity of the lands in question ?-A. I have heard mentioned one of a man named
Ignacio Chaves, that of those Garcias, one of a certain Miera y Pacheco, and one of a certain Salvador Jaramillo. Those are all I recollect.
Q. Are you acquainted with the ruins at Guadalupe in the vicinity _of the Ojo de
Guadalupe?-A. I am.
Q. From the appearance of those ruins are they, in your opiniQn, ruins of fndian
structures or ruins of Mexican structures ?-A. Some appear to me to be the ruins of
Mexican houses, and others that are older appear to be the ruins of Indian houses.
Cross-examination:
(Question by Mr. FISKE). HaveGumacindo Garcia and Uvaldo Gttrcia been occupying
their lands at Casa Salazar since 1874, under the United States public land laws, the
same as you and the balance of the inhabitants there have been?
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel as an imposition on the witness of assumptions of fact
and law not justified by anything in the case, and as, in all respects, incompetent and
improper.)
·
A. They took them.
Q. Repeat your answer to the last q nestion.
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel as cumulative.)
A. Yes, they took them.
Q. Do you mean that ~hey took them the same as you and the other inhabitants of
Casa Salazar under the public land laws of the United States and have since held them
under that title?
'
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel, first, as unfairly assumptiYe of facts not proved and contradictory of the witn_ess' former sta~ement; and secondly, because caUing for incompetent and secondary evidence; and thndly, because the archives on file in this office are
'full no~ice to t~e United States and all the_world that the lands in question are suhject
to a _pr~vate claim and are reserved from disposal as public lands by the act of 1854, estabbshmg the office of surveyor-general for New Mexico.)
A. Yes .
. Q. When Uvaldo Garcia and you bad the conversation which you have testified about,
m 1874. w~re you two alone or were there others who beard the conversation?-A. We
two were alone. Then was the first time that I heard about this.
Q. Did Uyaldo G3:rci_a then or at any other time tell you that he had purchased that
land or any mterest m 1t 1rom Jose Ynez Perea, the witness who has just testified in this
case?
·
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel as incompetent and hearsay.)
A. U:vaido told me that Jose Ynes Perea had donated or given him the land.
Q. Dul he say that that was the reason why he exercised or assumed to exercise some
.rights in its distribation to ·Gumacindo Garcia or others?
(S;l.me o~jection by Mr. Knaebel repeated.)

~. Ex. 1 - 3
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A. What he told me was that Ynez Perea had given him the land before that timethat he ( PHea) was the first settler there.
. .
.
Q. Did UYaldo l'erea claim the right then to regul~ite the d1str~but10n o~ land because
be (Perea) was the first settler there, and had transferred some mterest m the laud to
Garcia?
Q. The ruins which you say are near Ojo Guadalupe and you think are the ruins of
Mexican structures are quite recent, are they not?-A. No.
Q. Are they aboYe or below the springs of Guadalupe ?-A. Right at the spring there
arernins, and iu differeut places near there.
Q. Are those rninsatthe springs recent ruins or ancient ruins ?-A. They are old ruins.
Q. Are they among the oldest ruins there are near there '?-A. Those ruins below the
sprinO' are, in my opinion, newer than those rigbt at the spring.
Q. "'Are those at the springs among the oldest ruins there are near there?
(Objected to by Mr. Kuaebel as vague indefinite, ancl artfully confusing.)
A. In my opinion the ruins below the spring are more recent than those right at the
spring.
·
Q. Are the ruins right at the spring among the oldest ruins in that vicinity?
(Same objections by Mr. Knaebel, and further objection because ambiguous, rnferring
as it does to the ruins as part of ruins equally ancient. and also referring to the same
ruins as situate in the midst of ruins older than themselves.)
A. No.
Q. Where are there, near that spring, any more ancient ruins than those at the springs?A. Below, toward the north.
Q. I [ow many times were yon ernr at these ruins at the springs ?-A. I don't recollect; almost all the time. They are near where we Jive.
Q. Are those ruins at the springs commonly regarded and reputed among the people
who live in that vicinity to be ruins of Pueblo Indian houses ?-A. No; everybody says
they are the work of Mexicans.
Q. Gi've the names of some of those people who have told you that they were Mexican ruins 1 and the place where those persons reside now.
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel because an attempt to convert general hearsay or common repute into special specific statement.)
A. Juan Moray Chaves, Esquipula Nieto, Jose Leon Santillanes, Epitasio Sandoval.
I recollect that I have heard these parties make the statement that the ruins were Mexican ruins in conversations which I have bad with them.
Q. When; receutly?
(Objected to as an attempt to impeach the witnesses already accredited here by the
counsel.
Counsel relies, with confidence, upon the testimony of the four witnesses whom this
witness now seeks to contradict, and therefore insists upon an answer to the question. ·
Counsel for claimant moves to strikeout the last remarks of counsel for Ignacio Chaves
claimants in support of the apparent machine testimony of his historical witnesses.
Counsel for Ignacio Chaves claimants disclaims baying any witnesses, and counsel in
his calmer moments will admit that designating the witnesses for the United States as
machine witnesses is improper.
Counsel for the claimant asks for a further continuance of this hearing and offers, if
allowed an opportunity, to show that certain citizens of New Mexico, who were instrumental in promoting the purchase by English persons of the Ignacio Chaves grant, according to its provisional survey., have since been instrumental in promoting homestead
locations and other entries under color of the land laws on the private property here
claimed hy Ma!iano S. Otero, and are now acting in pretended co-operation with the
United States in the present effort to defeat the Jose Garcia claim.
Counsel for Ignacio Chaves claimants objects to continuance: because so far as Ignacio
Chaves grant is concerned ,· its owners have no desire to interfere with any rights that are
n_ot in con_flict with their own, and have not entered into any conspiracy to disturb any
rights which they regard as just and valid; and if counsel refers to the Ignacio Chaves
grant 0wners in hi!-i motion he is clearly mistaken in the charges he makes, as he himself
wi 11 discover when be shall investigate sufficiently to enable him to form a correct opinion
on that suhject. )
(By surveyor-general. No continuance of this examination can now be allowed. This
case bas been pending in this office more than i-;ix months, and all parties interested have
h ad the amplest opportunity to present their facts.)
A. I do !lot recollect exactly, as I have had various conversations with the persons I
have mentioned, but the first conversations I bad with them took place from eight to ten
year ago.
Q. Are you on intimate terms with those four men ?-A. No; :i,t li~s only- ha:ppet1ed
that I have met them and had these conversations.
Q. Are they all friends of yours ?-A, Yes.
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Q. Do libey live in the same community where you do ?-A.. They do.
,
Q. Are they respectable, honest men, who would t.eil the truth under oath?
(Objected to by Mr. Knaebel as irregular and incompetent.)
A. Yes.
Redirect examination:
Question (by Mr. KNAEBEL). How many of the settlers at Casa Salazar, whom you
saw there in 1874, had houses and lands in Corrales, in the same county ?-A. Don
Uvaldo Garcia had. Jose Leon Sautillanes, .Jose Benito Griego, Pablo Griego, Antonio
Maria Griego, Reyes Chaves, and Juan Lucero also ha<l; those are all I recol1ect.
.
Q. Did Mariano Gonzales, one of the witnesses here, also have houses and lands m
1874 at Corrales which he ha" onlv recently sold ·1-.\. I don't know positively whether
he had or notat'that time· he
still under the parental ~ontrol.
Q. Where rlid Mariano Gonzales first go upon the lands in question to settle ?-A. I
don't recollect.
Q. When. in answer to certain questions of the opposing counsel (Mr. Fiske), you said
or intimated that yourself and the settler.;; on the lands in que:,;tion harl made their settlements on those lands under the Jan<l laws ot the United States, did you mean that
you and such other settlers had actually filed papers and made entries respecting those
lands in the United States land -office at Santn, Fe, and if you did uot mean that, what
did you mean '-.\. I meant to say that we came here and made declarations that we
'were upon the land.
·
Q. Give the names of all the persons who made such declarations or statements or applications at the land-office at Santa Fe, respecting any of the lands in question.-A. A
great many made them. Uvaldo Garcia, Jose Benito Griego, Antonio Maria Griego,
Reyes Chaves. Juan Lucero. I don·t recollect the names of others, but there were many,
as we were fifty-one in number.
Q, Do you know whether Don Amado Chaves superintended the making of the3e en-tries ?-A. I did know that he and Major Sena were making the declarations.
Q. Do you know whether or not Boman A. Baca, Max Frost, and the other members
of a cattle company to which Amado Chaves belongs, were also influential in procuring
these entries to be made?
(Objected to by Mr. Fiske, because it does not appear in any of the evidence that any
of the parties named are members of any cattle company; because it makes no difference
if they were, in this case, and such a line of examination is immaterial, incompetent,
and tends only to exhaust the time of this examination and crnate expense; in view of
which objection claimant's counsel wiphdraws question and offers, if an opportunity be
given 1 to prove directly the said facts.)
.
l~ecross-examinatiori:
(Question by Mr. Fiske.) Are Amado Chaves and Major Sena you speak of ,the attorneys-at-law of that name, the former residing at San Mateo and thelatteratSantaFe ?A. I don't know that.
(Claimant's counsel admits that Jose Sena and Amado Chaves are members of the bar
of this Territory.)

was

SEBERO MARTIN.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 31st day of March, A. D. 1888.
GEO. W. JULIAN,

Surveyor-General.
CLAIMANT'S BRIEF

Before the surveyor general.

In re Jose Garcia grant.

CLAIMANT'S POINTS.

I.

It is established conclu~ively b~ the proofs t~at M"lr!ano S. Otero has derived by purcbas~ whatf"ver estate or rnterest rn the_lands rn que8t10n was granted by Spain to Jose
Garcia and descended to the latter's heirs. Indeed, there is no contradiction whatever
of our proof on this subject,, and, in the presentation of these proofs we have adhered
strictly to the applicable rule.;; of evidence. (1 Green leaf's Evidence_,' e 103 et seq.)
1. Mr. Otero, under advice of counsel, has-refrained from disclosing the consideration
?f bi_s purchase or other particulars of his private ~usiness not germane to the present
mqmry.
·
·

,,
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The younger Garcia was called by the surveyor-general, and not by us, alt.hough at the
surveyer-general's request we produced him, at conside~able exp~nse. It was i~proper
to seek by interrogation as to matters collateral and foreign to the issue, to ascerta10 what
Mr. Otero had paid or agreed to pay_for the ~onv_eyance _of_ the _propert)'.". In our ju_dgment, it was a trespass on private r1~hts to mstitute this rnqmry m spite of our obJe.ction.
We could not so far consent to this irregularity of procedure as to aid the inquiry by
disclosure of the actual facts of our private negotiations. To give the actual facts would
have been to sanction what we deemed to be a line of examination beyond the j urisdiction of the surveyor-general. We renew our protest against any consideration by that
officer of this irrelevant matter, insisting, as we do, that the United States has no interest in our private business, and must be confined in this proceeding to the question
confided to the jurisdiction of the surveyor general by the eighth section of the i.,ct of 1854.

II.
It sufficiently appeard from the aeposition of the elder Garcia that the test'irnonio of
the Jose Garcia grant is not in our power, custody, or control, but is lost or mislaid.
It was at one time in the hands of the heirs of the grantee, and if we could find it we
should naturally produce it. But in view of the establishment of the grant by overwhelming record proof, of primary value, as hereinafter shown, this testimonio is of no
importance.

III.
Every lawyer familiar with the forms of procedure in the administration of the land
laws of Spain, knows that Spanish grants made before the Mexican revolution were
always matters of record, part of the governmental archives, and that the grantee received for his protection only an official duplicate or copy, which served as his "testimonio." Such grants were analogous to royal patents under the common law. The patents were matters of record always kept in the governmental custody. and furnished
the original and supreme evidence or the grants to which they related. What the
grantees or patentees received were mere" letters patent," or secondary or substitutionary evidence of the records. To these letters patent the Spanish testimo nios were analagous.
But the highest and controlling evidence was al ways the record itself. 'l'his doctrine
is laid down with binding authority by the Supreme Court of the United States in repeated adjudications.
•
In Mitchell vs. United States, 9 Peters, at page 732, that court says, with reference to
Spanish titles: ''The ' deeds of confirmation were made according to the rules of the civil
law adopted by Spain , and in force in Florida and Cuba. The original is a record, and
preserved in the office, which can not be t,1ken out; a testimonio or copy is delivered to the
party which is deemed to be, and is certified as, an orii:dnal paper, having all the effect of
one, m all countries governE)d by the civil law."
IV.
We desire to impress upon the surveyor-general the importance of the proposition
above suggested in our third point, since we understood him to say persona11y that he
believed that the Spanish governors of New Mexico did not keep in the public archives
the original grant or record, but delivered the same to the grantee. This error of fact
might lead to prejudicial inferences against grantees, and we ask the surveyor-general
to reconsider it as an error improvidently accepted thrQ.ugh inadvertence.
It is true that the ignorant Spanish grantee, like the ignorant American patentee, was
in the habit of regarding the document-the te8t1'monio or letters patent--in his bands as
the grant or patent itseH; and of so referring to it in conversation or writing, but such
fo:noranceshould not prejudice the deliberations or the adjudications of a tribunal enlightened by legal learning.
In the consideration of these ancient Spanish titles, the habitual practice of the Spanish
officials in conferring them is the best obtainahle evidence as to the law under which
they were sanctioned. (United States vs. Perchman, 7 Peters, page 95, etc.; United
States vs. Arredondo, G Peters, page 727 ; Strother 1:s. Lucas, 12 Peters, page 437.)
A clear distinction exists between sncb titles, emanating from absolute an d despotic
authority and the later titles which emanated from Mexico, under the authority and
rec:i tri ctions of specific Htatute~ fnrnic,hing t he measure and limits of subordinate official
powers. This distinction is lai d down in unmistakable terms by the Supreme Court in
United States vs. Cambuston, 20 Howard, at page 63.
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v.
,

In the liO'ht of the principle l~st above adverted to, we call the attention of the s'!lr·
veyor-gene;al to the fact, evidenced by official recor~s in his custody, that ~~e Spamsh
governors of New Mex:ico retained in the public archives at Sante Fe the origmal grant
or record title which they had created.
Numerous instances are found in these records of applications by Spanish grantees to
the Spanish governor at Sante Fe for the re-authentication or revalidation of 'g rants, of
which said grantees, or their heirs, bad lost the testimonio. ·
Manifestly the governors, in according such relief, which they often did, had recourse
to archives in their custody.
Thus, in the case of the Luis de Armenta grant (reported as number 68), which had
been made by Governor Gervacio Cruzat y Gongora in the year 1732, one of the grantee's
heirs, as late as 1783, applied to Governor Juan Bautista Anza for a certified copy or
authentication oftbe original grant, theiestimonio of which had been lost, and thereupon
received the document requested.
in the case of the Ignacio Baca grant (reported as No. 101) the grantee had a litigation _
h~fore the Spanish governor at Santa F6 in which reference was had to the archives con.
taining the original title papers.
In the case of the Ignacio Chaves grant (reported as No. 96) the governor ordered the
alcalde "to give a testimonio in dne form to the aforesaid Chaves to be to them their
title " and to '' return the original papers to me to be filed among the government archives."
In the case of the Bartolome Baca grant (reported as No.-) the grant itself shows that
it was made the duty of the magistrate intrusted with the execution of.the act of juri<Hcal possession to return the original papers to t he governor in order that the proper testimonio should thereafter issue to the grantee.
It is contrary to the Spanish practice and contrary to common sense to assume that
the Spanish Government gave away its records to private persons, and did not retain them
in the public archives.
VI.

The custody of these archives devolved first on Spain, then on Mexico, and lastly on
the United States. It was a sovereign custody. It was a sovereip;n right joined with a
sovereign duty. It would be base national perfidy to hold the private citizen to responsihili ty for national negligence in the execution of this sacred public trust.
Yet., history demonstrates that the United States has been recreant to duty in the
guarding of this trust, made all the more sacred by the express obligations of a sotemn
treaty. It is admitted in the reports of this office that a wholesale devastavit of the
Spanish and Mexican archives was perpetrated by United States officials to whose fiduciary care they were intrusted. Indeed, so niggardly has been the pecuniary provision
made by Congress for the custody of these archives that only of recent years have the
remnants saved from vandal hands been kept -in an iron safe.

VII.
Under these scandalous circumstances it is not strange that needed archives can not be
produced by the Government when called on by the confiding beneficiary.
In the case of the _S~bastian de Vargas grant (reported by the present surveyor-general as No_.-) the ongmal grant o~ r_ecord could not be found, and hence collateral proof
was a~~1t.ted and accep~erl as sufticie~t. In that case, Mr. Julian laid stress upon the
recogmtio~ of ~he Sebastian. de Vargas grant by the subsequent Spanish grant of Los
Alamos wnerem the Sebastian de Vargas grant was referred to as a valid prior ,grant for
the purp?ses of :fixing the northern boundary of the Los Alamos grant.

VIII.
The negligence of the American Government is fortunately not a fatal obstacle to the
approv~l ?f the Jose Gar~ia grant, si1:1ce t~e Sp~nish record, still pPeserved intact by
the Umten States, conclusively estabhshes its existence, validity, situation, and extent.
Indeed, the consistent and repeated recognition by the Spanish Government of the
Jose ~arcia grant is the most_ sati~facto:fy evidence of the int~g-rity of its title.
It is treated as the very point d appui of at least three cont1guous grants subsequently
made.
·
So notorious we:e the g~ant and its bo_undaries,_ and its actual possession and enjoyme1:1t by the Spamsh soldier,_ Jose Garcia, that, m the Ignacio Chaves grant, the Antomo Baca grant, and the Miguel and Santiago Montoya grant, the granted lands of
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Jose Garcia were referred to for the ascertainment and establishment of the boundaries
of these later contiguous concessions.
We coafide in the surveyor-general's promise to take judicial notice of these p_ublic
.
archives, relating to the contiguous grants. and to examin~ them. .
In our petition we have extracted frvm them apt quotations, which must necessarily
impress the surveyor-genernl wit~ a firm co1;1viction that ,Jose Garcia he_ld in private
dominion and in his actual possess10n and enJoyment a tract of land contiguous to the
tract embraced in the three other grants mentioned, being immediately north of the
Antonio Baca grant, immediately east of the Ignacio Chaves grant, and immediately
south of the Montoya grant.
Heference to the admittedly authentic title papers of these three contiguous grants
will show that Jose Garcia was treated not simply as a possessor, but as a grantee. He
was ordered to bring his ·'grant" to the attention of the magistrate delivering possession of one of the later grants, with the view to the fixin g of the boundaries of the latter by reference to his own boundaries. His land was referred to as his private property. It was regarded as segregated from the public domain of Spain.
In spite of flippant views ,of Spanish despotism, it is remarkable that the official conscience of the Spanish authorities respecting private rights of property was even quicker
and more solicitously scrupulous than the official conscience of some American officials
who have undertaken to interpret and perform the treaty of Guada upe Hidalgo. So
far from jealously scrutinizing private claims to property, or disregarding them contemptuously, the royal agents subjected all new grants of land to existing prior rights
of individuals, recognizing the possibility of royal error in assuming newly-granted ,
lands to.he free from prior private claims. But in granting the three grants subsequent to
that of Jose Garcia, 8pain was not content with the negative and indefinite reservation of
prior private rights, but she expressly and specifically acknowledged Jose Garcia as a
private proprietor, and disclaiming all pretense of interference with his title or possession, plainly sanctioned and confirmed his prior right.
Moreover, it is manifest from the wording of the Ignacio Chaves grant that Spain desired to devote to private uses, in one solid bony, all the lands within the exterior boundaries of the three later grants, including the interior lands previously granted to Jose
Garcia. The language of Governor Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta requires the lands to
be so selected "that there will remain no unappropriated land between"-'' eo that a11
the adjoining grantees may close up together and thereby form a square."
How clearly, then, it appears that the object of the Spanish Government was to relinquish the rights of.the crown in the whole area of la,nd embraced in the contiguous
grants of Garcia, Chaves, Baca, and Montoya.
The only serious inquiry is as to the locus of these four grants. Erroneous American
surveys, al ready criticized IJy Mr. Julia •, have no influence derogatory of ancient title
rights. We concede that the Ignacio Chave:3 survey is grossly erroneous. It is a sample
of pernicious "lanr!-grabbing. " It is an intrusion not onl y on the public domain, but
also on the private dominion of Jos6 Garcia. Yetjt is a surprising fact in this case that
the English holders of t he Ignacio Chaves grant are the insincere and hypocritical opponents of our claim, tenderi ng their services as friendly allies of the Government in the
effort to aid a fraud by denouncing a just title.
Our claim is an aid to the Government in the resurvey of the adjacent lands so far as
they have not been correctly measured.
~
The cerrito del lindero is a fixed point found in the line which serves at once as the
northern boundary of the Antonio Baca and the south boundary of Jose Garcia.
The Ignacio Chaves claim is limited by t he express terms of the grant to a specific
quantity. When ascertained by an honest survey, that quantity will :indicate the westefn boundary of our land. The present survey is monstrously exaggerated, and it embraces at least the northern half of our grant.
But ~h~tev~r criticism may he applicable to the existinp; surveys of the contiguous
~r~nts, 1t 1sevi~ent from th~ term ~f ea~h of the granting decrees that our land lies in a
ohd body contiguous to their true mterior boundarie~-

IX.
While we sincerely believe that the surveyor-general in several recent opinions has
attached too much importance to conditions-subsequent assumed by him to be annexed
to all pani h grants since, in our judgment, the lapse of a long period of time w .thout
de~ouncement of for~e~ture by , pain or Mexico is presumptive evidence of performance or
waiver of such conditions. ( ee Hornsby vs. United States 10 Wall. pp. 239 240 and
241.)
'
'
'
'
as again.t our claim , no such , up;gestions are admissible on any grounds. In the
opmion referred to, the surveyor-general has invoked a decree or edict of the Spani b
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king exacting four years residence or occupation of a grant as a condition of title.
Without discussing the law on that subject, it is ~nough to call the s?rvey<?r-~ell:eral's
attention to the fact that whatever the exact date of the grant to Jose Garcia, 1t 1s unquestionable that it was 'made before either of the three contiguous grants, and was in
each of them as an existing title. It was so refered to in the year 1762, by the terms of
the Antonio Baca grant. It was so referred to in the year 1766, by the terms of the
Miguel and Santiago Montoya grant. It was so referred to in the year 1768, by the
terms of the Ignacio Chaves grant.
.
Thus, by the solemn admissions and declarations of record on the part of the Spamsh
Government, Jose Garcia was acknowledged as a lawful proprietor of his granted lands
continuously from the year 17G2 to the year 1768, both inclusive, from which it conclusively follows that he devoted far more than four years to the performance of the assumed condition-subsequent.

X.
We call the surveyor-generals's attention to a confirmatory law of Spain, promulgated in 1813, which, we believe, he has not yet considered in any of his opinions, but
which law conclusively establishes the Jose Garcia grant as a perfect title. We refer
to the decree of the 8th of June, 1813, the first section of which is as follows:
'' All pastures, cultivable lands, and lands or any class belonging to private possession,
either entailed or unentailed, are declared henceforth and forevermore closed and set
off, and their owners or possessors may fence them without a prejudice to sheep-walks,
drinking places, roads, crossings, and servitudes, to enjoy them freely and exclusively,
or to rent them as they may deem best, and to devote them to cultivation or to pasturage1 orto tree-culture, orto the use which may best suit them; repealing consequently
any laws which prescribe the kind of use to which these lands should be devoted, since
it is to be left entirely to the will of their owners.''

XI.
Surely it is unnecessary to discuss seriously the pretensions of squatters on the property
since the solemnization of the treaty of Guadalupe HidalgCl. By that treaty, as well as
by the act of 1854, the lands in question have been reserved from disposal under the general land laws, have been excluded from the category of public lands, and placed sub
judice. (Newhall vs. Banger, 92 U. S., p. 'i61).
The pretended septlernents are all subsequent to the late civil war. For many years
prior to their inception our property was ravaged by wild Indians· unrestrainerl by the
band of the American Government already pledged for our protection against such outrages. The poverty of the grantee's heirs, brought about by the neglect hy the Government of this duty of protection, and by their consequent inability to utilize the devastated property, is no argument against our .title.

XII.
These lands passed out of the hands of the Spanish king, and were converted into
private propert.}'.' bef-,re the declaration of American indepenrlence. They have never
ceased to be private property. Their owners retain their dominion under the dictates·
of_ i1;1,ternationa~ law, notwithstanding the two succeeding changes of flag, and that domm10n 1s sanctioned and confirmed by thP. treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
Their titles should be_treated in good faith, not in a selfish or captious humor; and good
faith suggests that broad.catholic, untechnical spirit of equity which inspired the Supreme
Court in the nu 'Uerous dignified decisions on this and similar subjects which are adopted
by t~e act of 1854, and the instructions of the Secretary of the Interior, for the guidance
of thlS office.
Respectfully submitted,
JNO. H. KNAEBEL,
Counsel for Claimant.
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MEMORANDA BRIEF AGAINST THE APPROVAL OF GRANT, BY THE ATTORNEYS FOR THE
OWNER OF THE IGNACIO CHAVEZ GRANT, NO. 96.
-

Before the surveyor-general of New Mexico. In the matter of the application for the
approval of the alleged Capt. Jose Garcia land grant in New Mexico. -

Mernoranda reply to clairnant' s brief.
Far from establishing in tbe claimant whatever estate or interest in the land in question Jose Garcia may have had, as claimed by counsel, the evidence fails to show any
such conveyance of the pretended title of Garcia to the present claimant. The oldest
conveyance uuder which claimants claim is a deed made by Gregoria Baca, a widow, of
the title which her husband is assumed to have died possessed of, to one of the several
of her husband's claimed heirs, the others of the such-claimed heirs being then minors.
Under the Spanish laws grants from the Crown and property acquired by inheritance
never became acquest or community property of any marriage, or had the widow any
right to convey any property belonging to her minor children; so that this pretended
deed is simply a nullity, and serves no purpose except to , throw suspicion upon the alleged grant, for it may be very pertinently asked why, if this grant were valid, was such
a bare-faced atteDJpt made by one of the alleged heirs to get so vague a color of title as
this deed is from his mother and minor brothers and sisters? The absence of any competent proof as to who the true heirs of Jose Garcia were, and as to whether or not Jose
Garcia died intestate, will also be observed.
There is no paper or record eYidcnce of title of this alleged grant to Jose Garcia produced, nor is any attempt made to account for the loss of such paper or record evidence
of title, if any ever existed; and there is no evidence of possession of the grant at any
time hy the alleged grantee or bis heirs. In fact we find one of such alleged heirs, when
he went into that vicinity some years ago to become a resident there, settling, not on the
land now claimed, hut on an adjoining grant.
The Supreme Court of th e United States in eleven separate opinions, all cited in Romero vs. United States, 1 Wall., p. 721, bas declareo that the record evidence must be
produced to en title such a daim as this to be considered favorable, and such has been
the continuous holding of that court to this date. (See the 1mbsequent decisions in Peralta 'VS. United States, 3 Wall., 434; United States vs. Gomez, 3 Wall., 752.)
The absence of continuous possession is in itself sufficient to defeat this claim. There
is not even a pretense of either continuous or any other possession of the land now claimed.
As to the weight of such possession when no archive evidence of a grant is produced, Mr.
.Justice Field, in delivering an opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States, uses
the following pointed language:
"lfthe_y [the archives of the country] furnish no information on the subject [of the
issue of the grant] a strong presumption naturally arises against the validity of the instrument produced, which can only be overcome, if at all, by the clearest proof of its
genuin eness. accompanied by open and continued possession of the premises." (Pico vs. United
States, 2 Wall., 279.)
Nearly if not al I the cases above referred to are cases in w bich the '' testimonio '' or ' ' concession" coming from the hands of private claimants, was produced and considered, but
in the case under consideration neither "testimonio" nor archive evidence is produced.
The mere reference to Jose Garcia contained in other grant papers is not,, for many
reasons, entitled to weight in proof of this alleged title. A few of these yvill be considered.
'rhe Montoya grant was made in 1766, the Ignacio Chavez in 1768, and the Antonio
Baca grant in 1762, and a careful examination of the title papers of the latter, or Baca
grant, will fully explain how tbe references to Jose Garcia were made in the other two
grants, when in fact Jose Garcia bad never received any grant in his own name. From
the title papers and accompanying document of the Baca grant, t,h is Jose Garcia seems
to have been the original land-grabber of this country. It is there shown that some
time about A. D. 1759 the present Antonio Baca grant was made to Antonio Baca and
his associates, among w horn was this Jose Garcia, by Governor Maria de Valle, and possession thereof given him and such associates by Alcalde Lucero, arid that afterwards, in
the words of Baca's petition for redress, this Alcalde Lucero, "with no other motive
than hi own will. " '* -r.- "distributed the said land of which I was already the
owner and possessor among Jose Garcia, .Juan Tafoya, and J uaquin Mestas,'' etc. As
the documents and depositions further show, Jose Garcia was cited before the governor
to explain his actions in the matter, and tells his own story to the effect that he w'iB
one of the original grantees with Baca; that be as well as Baca was ejected from the
gra.nt, anrl the grnnt annullecl !-hortlv afterwards, hut that he inoncerl the governor to
regrant the same land to himself and Juan Tafoya. The other testimony then ta k en in
1761 and 1762 was briefly as follows: Alcalde Lucero testifies that in A. D. 1759 he put
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A._ntonio Baca in possession of the Baca grant; that s?-bseq°:ently he wa_s commanded '' to
call together Antonio Baca, Juan Tafoya, and Jose Garcia, and notify them that the
grant he had made to them in the name of the 1:;aid Antonio Baca, he annulled," and that
he '' had heard " that the same land was subsequently granted to Garcia, Mestas, •and
Tafoya. Juaquin Mestas testified that he knew n?thing of the grant~ Bac_a, but knew
that a grant was made to himself. Juan Tafoya did not ap:pear, he be11;1g 1}1, but _sent
bis grandson, Bernardo Mirabel, to represent him, and be testified that_ Gove~nor Mar1a de
Valle granted the land to Antonio Baca, Juan Tafoya, and Jose G81fCia, which grant was
afterwards annulled and he also '' had heard'' that it was afterwara.s regranted to Garcia
and Tafoya. Bernabe Montano testified that the grant was first made to Antonio Baca
and Eusibio Baca, Juan Tafoya, and Jose Garcia, but that that grant was subsequently
annulled, as he "had heard," and that the land, as he bad also ''heard," was thereafter
regranted by the governor Garciaand Tafoya; also, that there had been made "a grant
to another piece of land on the identical tract in question to Juaquin de Mestas." The
other witnesses, Juan Bautista Montano, Augustin Gallegos, Marcus Baca, and Isidora
Sanches, substantially agree in their testimony with the testimony given by Bernabe
Montano, and from such testimony it clearly i:1,ppears that a grant for what is now known
as the Antonio Baca grant was made in 1659 to Antonio Baca, for himself and his associates, Jose Garcia, Eusebio Chaves, and Juan Tafoya, which grant was subsequently
attempted to be annulled contrary to the laws of Spain, because such annulling was
without any hearing given to the grantees. It also appears that a part of the same land
was subsequently granted to Juaquin de Mestas. As to the grant which Jose Garcia
then claimed to have obtained for himself aud Tafoya, it was then as difficult to find any
trace or hint of it in 1762, either in the archives or elsewhere, as it now is in the year
1888 to find any tangible trace of the ghostly and shadowy title which the worthy descendant of such a land-grabbing ancestor as Jose Garcia transferred to the present
claimant in this case. No witness in 1762 bad seen this Garcia Tafoya title; they had
only '' beard of it;'' even Chief Alcalde Lucero, within whose jurisdiction the land was
&ituated, had only "heard" of it, and that it never existed was as apparent in that case
in 1762 as the non-existence of a grant in this case more than a nundred years later, because the then claimant did not produce it nor intimate anything of its whereabouts.
Under this testimony we shall not be surprised that Manuel Portillo Uririsola, civil
, and military governor of what is now New Mexico, before whom the testimony referred
to was taken, found as he did on the 7th day of October, 1761, that the only grant made
in the matter considered was to '' Antonio Baca, in company with Juan Tafoya, Jose
Garcia, and Eusibio Chaves.''
.
Having found as above, the governor transmitted the testimony and such findings to
Don .Juan Ignacio Garcia Villegos, attorney-general, resident at Chihuahua, for bis opinion, and that officer advised the governor that the ejectment of" Baca and his associates
in the grant'' (i. e., Garcia, Tafoya, and Chaves) was ': contrary to law'' and '' demands
that immediate restitution be made." The governor thereupon, acting under the advice of the attorney-general, dispossessed Juaquin Mestas July 20, 1762, and restored
Antonio Baca to bis possession of the grant, of which Mestas, under a grant made without authority of law, and Baca's associates in the original grant, namely, Jose Garcia
and Juan Tafoya, had, by falsely cla.iming under a fictitious grant, sought to deprive
him. And it will be observed here that the status of the associates of Antonio Baca in
the Baca grant, as above named, were not disturbed by this quasi-judicial proceeding in
A. D. 1761 and 1762. Indeed that statu~ was not litigated at that time. Garcia and
Tafoya were associates with the grantee Baca and were put in possession originally as
such with Baca, the grantee named in the grant, and their standing as such was recognized by all parties. Neither Jose Garcia nor '.rafoya were mentioned in the subsequent
revalidation of the Baca title, because it was unnecessary, as those associates were then
in possession not only of their own interest in the grant but of Baca's also. What the
right of such an associate now is it is needl~ss now to discus:'!, but that they were treated
and commonly regarded as vested with the rights of a grantee named in the title papers
is evident from the testim~ny of all the witnesses, including the witness Augustin Gallegos, produced by Baca himself, also from the fact that formal juridical nossession was
originally given to them of the grant at the same time and in the same manner as was
given Baca, the grantee named, and also from the findings of the governor after the hearing had, as well as from the recognition of them as grantees by the report of the Spanish
attorney-general.
It i.s therefore clear to us that the references to Jose Garcia in the Ignacio Chaves and
Montoya grants, one made four years and the other six after the litigation over the Baca
grant, and upon which counsel for claimant relies to aid him, were references to Garcia's
ownership as associate grantee in the Antonio Baca grant, and not as the odginal grantee
by name of any land whatever. Doubtless it was this fact which caused the lands of
Jose Garcia to be so constantly referred to in the title papers of the Ignacio Chaves
grant, No. 96, and the Espirito Santo or Montoya grant, No. 100, as "tierras" (lands)

to
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and "lindero" (boundary) of Jose Garcia, and not as the "In:er~ed'; (grant) of Jose
Garcia. But, however that may be, there was an apparent dislike to _use th e term
'' merced" in connection with his name. If, as stated, by counsel for ::la1mant, Garcia
was ever "ordered" to bring his "grant" to the attention of any one, it nowhere appears that he ever did so, and the failure to obey such an order can reasonably be attributed to but one cause, and that was that he had no ''grant'' to produce.
At the date when this alleged Garcia grant, now under consideration, is supposed to
have been made Spaip. often granted its lands in large tracts for purely pastural purposes,
in which case the usufruct only, and not the proprietorship was conveyed. Then, aii
stated by Garrido, Spanish attorney-general of East Florida, "the grantee has not nor
never had the most remote right to solicit the proprietorship, * * * and consequently
the land does not go out of the class of public lands since it is the same as if it was held
on rent." (2 White Recop., p. 287.)
How then, under the evidence in this case, with no proof of the character of the occu·
pation of Garcia, can the surveyer-general say that, if in fact there was a grant tb Garcia,
it was a grant in full proprietorship and not a mere usufruct right for a limited period
which may have expired nearly a century ago?
Further, it is well known that Spain granted her lands upon conditions. In the state
of the evidence in this case how can the surveyor-general, even conceding that a grant
was made to Garcia, adjudicate this title when there is not a line of record evidence or a
word of testimony before him indicating even remotely the conditions or contents of the
alleged granting decree?
When t.he claimant submitted his title in this case to the surveyor-general without a
line of archive or other written evidence of title, everything bearing upon the bona ti<les
of the grant was a proper subject for inquiry for that officer, and therefore was proper to
inquire whether the alleged grantee and his heirs had treated the land, by possessing
and using and claiming it, as men ordinarily use lands for which·they have any just or
valid title, and, for the samereason, it was a proper subject for inquiry by the surveyorgeneral as to whether or not the grantee or his heirs had sold or conveyed the large tract
of land claimed in this case as the true owner, or one believing himself the true owner,
would have done, for some reasonable price, or whether such an heir bad himself regarded
the title as worthless by selling it for $1, as was testified to in this case by the immediate vendor of the present claimant. We think the vigorous protest of the clai mant's
counsel against the admission of such testimony without just foundation.
As we recollect the testimony in the case there is no proof that the present c1aimaut
has not the '' testimonio '' in his custody or contro1, but we go a step further and deny
that any such '' testimonio" ever existed or was ever lost or destroyed. If, as counsel
for claimant states in his brief, such a " testimonio" was once "in the hands of th~
heirs '' then clearly its loss might have been shown, and the failure to do so may well
raise a suspicion that it contained something that would not bear critical examination.
Counsel for claimant, in his poiut III, labors to show that the '' testimonio '' was secondary evidence of the grant, yet the part of page 782 of 9 Peters, cited by him m his
brief, if correctly copied by him, read as follows: "A testimonio" -x- * * "is deemed
to be and is certified as an original paper having all the effect of one in all countries governed by the civil law."
As matter of fact, the archive copy was the original copy in the sense that it was first
made, but as matter of law the archive copy and the '' testimonio '' were both originals.
The practice of recording grants in a hook as patents issued by the United States are
now recorded, was never a Spanish custom in this country. If any such book of grants
was kept in New Mexico in 1762 it, was a mere copy of grants k ept in New Mexico for
convenience1 because the archive copies of such grants at that date were kept at Chihuahua or the city of Mexico and were not accessible for immediate reference, under the
roya1 regulation of 1754, and from thence to December 4, 1786, when the office of intendant was created, the Spanish governors of what is now New Mexico were compelied to
submit their preliminary grants of land to the authority officially above them, and that
authority seems, in 1762, to have been located at Chihuahua, for there it was in that
year that t~e then governor submitted to the Spanish attorney-general for his opinion
the papers m the contest concerning the Antonio Baca grant. There it was too. and not
here, that the archive evidence of grants of that date was deposited, unless for some
reason they were n~t forwarded to that office by the governor. The hook, therefore, that
Governor Anza certifies he caused to be copied in the matter of the Luis Armenta grant,
~eferred to b! the counsel for claimant, was, therefore, at most, a copy kept for conv~n1ence, but with none of the qualities as proof as an original which belonged to the archive
copy, or to the "testimonio" delivered to the parties. As to the other grants referred
to by_ the counsel, it_ will be observed that while the grant papers may show that the
pa~1sh governors duected the return of papers to him to be filed in the Government
archives, these papers do not state that such '' Goverument archives '' were in his custody
or in ew Mexico.
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The argument of the counsel under Lhe last foregoing ~ead is clearly_ for ~b_e purpose
of laying a foundation for the claim made by him in "pomt VI_"_of his br~e1, that _the
United States ha. been "recreant to duty in guarding" the ong1_nal Sparnsh arcb1 vt-s
contaiuiug grants, that in fact it has wantonly destroyed such archtves, and hem.:c, ought
not to bold the individual grantee or his heirs in default because he or they can not pro•
duce from the archives record evidence of title.
So far as the case now being considered is concerned the position assumed is not t enable because(1) It bas never been established that the United States has ever lost or destroyed
a single paper relating to a Spanish or Mexican grant of land. Certain old documents
and papers found among the Mexican archives here and regarded as wortJ,]ess were S(_)ld
as waste paper, but it bas never been established that any grant paper, all of which
were of known value, was so sold.
(2) It bas never been established that the archive copy of any grant to Jose Garcia or any
other paper relating to any such grant was ever in the custody of the United States.
(3) The archives of the Spanish Government containing grants issued at the time
the grant to Jose Garcia is said to have been made, did not bdong in New Mexico, but
at Chihuahua or the city of Mexico, and to presume they were destroyed by any official
of the United States here, it must first be presumed that there was such a grant; that
such grant title ·was not lost by the Spanish authorities, that it was delivered to and
not lost by the Mexican authorities·; and thali the Mexican authorities delivered it to the
United States, or that the United States found it here where it did not belong and then
lost or destroyed it. It is needless to say that t,here is no evidence or fact, historical or
otherwise, to warrant any of these presumptions. Counsel for claimant is too good a lawyer
not to know that before secondary evidence of the contents of a grant or any other writing
can be received it must be shown clearly that the original existed, and that such original
after diligent search fo the place where it should be kept and might reasonably be expected ·t o be found, can not be discovered. Aud here arises the pertinent inquiry, why,
if th e au thoritieirnf Spain and Mexic-o and the U uited States were all careless and wantonly
destructive, did not the grantee and his heirs preserve the '' testimonio '' of this alleged
grant, which, so says the claimant, was intrusted to them
That was an original document; it was their patent and their evidence of title, yet not one line of testimony shows
how, when, or where that "testimonio" disappeared. Counsel says in his brief it was
'' at one tim e in the hands of the heirs of the grantee.'' If that be true, then its loss not
being proven or attempted to be proven, the legal presumption is that it is skill in the
hands of the heirs of the grantee, and in conformity with elementary rules of evidence,
no secondary evidence of it,; contents is admissible. The position of. claimant on this
point amounts to simply this: The "testimonio" is in existence in the h ands of the heirs
of th~ grantee, but I, the claimant, do not possess it.
The case of the Sebastian de Vargas grant, referred to by counsel, can not fairly be
cited as a prerndent in th~s case. The~e t~e bona fi?es of the claim were supported by
proof of many years' contmuous possession.by the clannants and those under whom they
claim title, proper evidence within the rule laid down by the Supreme Court of the
Uniterl States'in Pico V8. United States, 2 Wall., .~upra; here there is no pretense of occupation or use of the land , nor other act indicating belief by the alleged grantee or his
heirs that be or they had any right to possess any part of the land now claimed. On the
contrary the evidence shows that homes have been established on the land under the
:public l~nd laws of the United Stat~s; that the UIJited States has granted a part of it b_y
1ts public patent, and that towns with churches and schools have grown up and existed
for years upon it, and that until six montbs a_go no heir or assignee of Jose Garcia or any
of his heirs has made a sign or uttered a word of disapproval or protest.
As to the remarks of counsel for claimant concerning the location of the Ignacio Chaves
grant, which he politely suggests is" grossly erroneously" and a "sample of pernicious
land-grabbing,'' we can not refrain from eftending to counsel our sympathy for the
pain he must suffer in representing the -present claim; for, if he be so constituted that
the ~ayment o!' a large sum in current coin of the United States for a grant undoubtedly
genume, after 1t was_duly presented to and approved by a sworn official of this Government charged with passing upon its validity, and after it had been located by United
States surveyors, can produce ~he ~ffect apparently p1:oduced by the Ignacio Chaves survey. what chaos of land-grabbmg images must be produced by an attempt to swallow
up, not only an enormous tract of land, but whole families and towns with a pretended
grant of which there is neither archive evidence nor" testimonio," nor pretended or supposed ~opy thereof, upon w~ich t~ base a clai~. But the location of the Ignacio Chaves
grant is not now under cons1derat1on. When 1t shall he, we shall hope to receive what
is ,iustly due under the terms of its title, regardless of the nationality of its then owners.
The position of counsel that because lands of Jose Garcia are referred to from 1762
when Garcia sought by fraud to dispossess Baca, to 1768 when the Ignacio Chaves grant
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waR made, therefore Garcia occupied this alleged grant for that time or any material part
of it, is, to say the least, novel.
It will be observed that the Spanish law of 1813, referred to by counsel, applies by
its terms to lands "belonging to private possession " at that date, not to lands in w bich
1
the only indication or pretense of any sort of possession was in 1768.
.As to the statement by the counsel that the ravages by wild Indians prevented the
grantee and bis heirs from occupying the allege_d Garcia tract, it is sufficient ~o say that
there is no evidence of any such ravages extendrng over more than a very few years;
and we add that it is rather peculiar that the ravages of the Indians should have kept
Jose Garcia and bis heirs so long and continuously out of possession, when the grantees
of grants made about the same time as the claimed date of tbe alleged Garcia grant and
surrounding the alleged Garcia tract on all sides, found no serious trouble in maintainin()' their oossession. And as it is admitt€d that there have not beeu any Inrlian ravages
th~re for the past twenty years, w by have not the heirs of J os6 Garcia in that time made
some effort to retake possession?
Respectfully submitted.
EUGENE A. FISKE.
H. L. wARREN.
SANTA FE, April 4, 1888.
SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OPINION •

. Private land claim known as the Jose Gnrcirt gra.nt.
U. S.

SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Santa Fe, N. Mex., April 9, 1888.
This claim was filed in this office on the 28th day of September,.1887, by Mariano S.
Otero as the legal representative of the said grantee. The land claimed is in the county
of Bernalillo, but no attempt is made to define its exact bnundaries. The claimant designates it generally as bounded on the north by the southern bounn ary of the grant to
Miguel Montoya and Santiago Montoya; on the west by the eaf'ltern boundary of the
granL to Ig1.1acio Chaves and others; on the south by the northern boundary uf the grant
to Antonio Baca, and on the east by tbe beigbt of the divide of the Puerco River and
the Black .Table-Land; and he alleges that all the grnntsspecified, which are subsequent
in date to that of Jose Garcia, refer to it expressly, and thus officially recol?nize its existence.
The grant is alleged to have been made some time prior to the year 1762, and to have
been duly filed among the archives of Spain, located at the city of Santa Fe, an d subsequently lost through the gro~sneglect and carelessness of the Government of the United
States after the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848. The claimant further avers t.lrnt
a duplicate of the original grant and act of juridical possession, called a testimonfo, was
delivered under the authority of the King ot Spain to the said grantee as an absolute
muniment of title, which was accepted by him and held as su~b until bis death, upon
which it came into possession of bis widow, Gregoria Baca, who delivered the same to her
eldest son, .Antonio Abad Garcia, on the 22d day of August, in tbe year 1796, as recited
in a conveyance of that date which is made a part of the petition of the claimant, w bit h
tesl?'monio, it is alleged, can not now be found after diligent search. An _attempt is made
to show the heirship through which the claimant derives bis title by documentary and
oral evidence, tracing that title by descent from the grantee to bis said widow, Gregoria
Baca, and her children; from them to,Antonio .Abad Garcia, who is alleged tohavediPd
intestate, leaving an only heir at law, Manuela Garcia, to whom thP land descended,
who also is said to have died intestate, leaving an only heir at law, Apolonio Lucero,
who. conveyed the title by deed to Gavino Garcia on the 5th day of January, in t,h e year
1887, and who, with his wife Martina Jaramillo de Garcia, conveyed it on the 29th day
of June of the same year to the present claimant. Evidence is also introduced touching
the al~eged occupancy and possession of the land by the grantee, the character of tbe
land, its occupancy, and claim of adverse ownership by other parties, and other collateral matters, all of which will receive due attention.
The case bas some novel and peculiar features, and it invites careful consideration.
:r'he averment of_ the claimant that the grant was filed among the archives of the Span1 b Government is wholly unsupported by proof, and therefore all that is set forth with
such abundant rhetoric about its loss through the criminal n egli .!.!ence of the American
Governm_en~ is entirely_ gratuitous and.irrelevant. I have beard many rnmorR, more or
Jes : confhctrng, re~pectrng the l?ss of important Spanish papers by the recklessness of
Umted _States official., and part1cnlarly that of Governor Pi le; but I believe no Spanish
or Mexican grants are known to have been thu: lost, while more than two hundred of
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them are on the files of this office coverinO' a claimed area of about L>,000.000 acres. The
fair presumption is that if the g'rant in this case bad_ been filed ,.s alleged it would_ now
he lonnrl in this office with those referred to. Certam old documents aud papers, found
arno11g the Mexicau a rchives here, and r egarded as worthless, were sold as waste paper;
lrnt no proof is before me that any Spanish or ~exic~n grant has bee~ lost or destro~ed
hy the anthorities of the United States. Neither is there any_ proot that t~e archive
copy ol any grant to Jose Garcia, or any pap_er connected therewith, '"'.as ev~r m the _c~stody of the Uuited States. It is doubtful, mdeed, ~vhether ~he 1;trcluves ot the Spamsh
Government relating to grants at the time the one rn questH?n 1s alleg~d to have been
made belonged in New Mexico. Tbey may have been deposited at Ch1huahua, or the
city of Mexico, for it was in the year 1762 that the governor of_New Mexico submitted to
t he ~panish attorney-general at the former place the papers rn the contest about the
Antonio Baca grant, and asked his opinion thereon. 1t ruay have been there, and not
here that the archive evidence of grants at that date was preserved. At any rate, the
refe;ence of the counsel for the claimant to other grants in which the return of papers
for filing in the Government archives is demanded, can not aid him, unless it is shown
tlrnt such archives were deposited in New Mexico. Even then the existence of the
gra11t in question and its filing in the archives at Santa Fe would obviously have to be
shown, and could not be assur.- ed. I agree with the counsel opposed to this claim, that
to hold the United States responsible it must be presumed that a grant was in fact made to
Jose Garcia; that it was not lost by the Spanish authorities having it rightfully in charge;
that it was delivered to and not lost by the Mexican a1Jthorities, and finally that the
l\Iexican authorities delivered it to the authorities of the United States, who lost or destroyed it. There is certainly no satisfactory proof that any of these facts ever happened.
Neither the original grant nor the testimonio relied on by the claimants, which, as his
counsel avers, was itself an original document, and the patent of the grantee, is conclus:vely shown to have bad an existence; and if this had been proved, it is not ·sbown
in any way that eithPr of them had been lost, or in what manner, or that diligent and
unavailing search bas been made in the place where it should be kept and might
reasonably be expected to be found. .
As I shall presen tly show, there is no evidence whatever of the possef';sion of the land
claimed at any time by Jose Garc:ia or any of his heirs, and the Supreme Court of the
United States, in numerous opinions referred to by the counsel representing the interests of Ignacio Chaves in this case, and cited in Romero vs. United States (1 Wall., p.
721 ), bas declared that in such a case the record evidence of title must be produced.
(See the later decisions in Peralta vs. United States, 3 Wall., 752.) The absence of continuous possession is in itself sufficient to defeat this claim. Field, in delivering the
opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States, says:
"If they [the archives of the country] furnish no information on the subject [of the
issue of the grant], a strong presumption naturally arises against the validity of the instrument produced, which can only be overcome, if at all, by the clearest proof of its
genuineness, accompanied by open and continued possession of the premises." (Pico vs.
Un ited States, 2 Wall., 279.) In all or nearly an the cases cited a" testimonio" was
produced, but in the case I am considering there is neither testimonio nor archive evidence. Why is it not produced? If, as the claimant avers, the "testimonio" was in
the bands of the widow of the grantee, and by her handed over to her son, Antonio Abad
Garcia, _w~at bas becom~ of ~t ~ The time_ and manner of its loss are not shown, nor any
search for 1t; and therefore, 1f 1t was ever m the hands of the heirs the fair presumption
is that it is still there, and only withheld because it would disclose facts fatal to the
claim. Its contents are unknown. and no attempt is made to show what they are- but
under the cfrcumstances no proof of them could be admitted by the claimant, be~ause
he alleges the existence of the' grant, which is the be,;;t evidence of what it contains.
Certainly this office can not be called upon to pass upon the validity of a document without knowing anything at all of its provisions. For aught that appears, this grant may
have been made for purely pastural purposes under a provision of the old Spanish law
which only conveyed the usufruct of such lands for the time being, reserving the pro- '
prietorship to be disposed of to other parties. If there were conditions in the grant it
would be impossible for ~e to ~eal with them without knowing what they were, and
whether they were_complied with. If there were no express conditions, which is not
probable, the Spamsb law of that date ::.,,nnexed them, and a compliance with them must
be shown. To nsk this office to adjudicate an unknown and undiscovered paper is to set
common sense at defiance. It is true that the authorities cited relate to cases under the
Mexican colonization law of 1824, and the regulations of 1828, while the .c ase I am considering arises under the laws of Spain; but these authorities fairly illustrate the spirit and
policy- of hoth Spain and Mexico in dealing with such grants. A grant was never to be
presumerl unrl er the la'As ofeither, but its production was required or its absence had t,o
be accounted for and its contents shown.
'
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I now proceed to consider the question of occupancy or possession; and in doing so I
sball take it tor granted, for the sake of the argument, that the alleged grant to Jose
Garcia is recognized by the 8panish Government in the three contiguous grants named
by the c1aimant. The question to be considered is, therefore, this: Did the grantee
enter upon the land and comply with the conditions of title required by the ruyal laws
of Spain? In seeking an answer to this question it becomes necessary to examine the
testimony.
.
Miguel Garcia, the great-grandson of Jose Garcia, testifies that, according to family
tradition. be resided at Guadalupe, on the Rio Puerco, and that be erected buildings
there. He says the reputed ruins of bis house remain there, which be bas seen. He
gives the boundaries of the grant, and the pedigree of the Garcia family.
Ga vino Garcia, the son of this witness, testifies that he learned of this grant from his
ancestors, and that Jose Garcia lived at Guadalupe, and that be and his fami1y were the
only persons who ever lived on the grant. These witnesses are contradicted by Jose L.
Santillanes, Jose Esquipulo Nieto, Juan Moray Chaves, and Mariano Gonzales. Two of
them reside at Guadalupe and all of them reside on the alleged grant, and ha Ye resided
there from thirteen to nineteen years. Their opportunities of knowledge would seem to
be better than those of the two witnesses first named, who have never resided on the
land, and whose testimony, moreover, has all the vagueness and uncertainty of tradition,
while open to suspicion of family bias and interest. These four witnesses all testify that
until very recently they never heard that this land waa claimed as a grant to Jose Garcia. They say they never beard of the ruins of his house at or near Guadalupe, and
that no such ruins are to be found there. They all assert that the ruins at that point
are those of an Indian pueblo, and that they form their opinion from relics to he
found there, which are those usually found at places once occupied by Indians. This
strong testimony finds some support in two related facts, which deserve notice in this
connection. In the first place, Ga.vino Garcia testifies that the land in question is unfit
for agriculture without irrigation. When asked bow the grantee could haYe carried on
bis farming operations on such land, he answered that his grandfather told him that
prior to 1860 it was more rainy; but this was probably before the grant was made to
Jose Garcia, and therefore does not solve the difficulty, if the improbable statement respecting the rain-fall be accepted as true. In the second place, the evidence of Miguel
Garcia shows that troubles prevailed in that region with the Navajo Indians, and this
is strongly averred in the deed of Gregoria Baca to Antonio Abad Garcia. It is probable, therefore, that those troubles bad some effect in persuading him not to take possession of the land, if otherwise he would have done so, while yet there is nothing in
the evidence to show that he was actually prevented from occupying it by Indian hostilities. He could h'ave certainly made the attempt, and if, driven away temporarily, be
had returned to the land and asserted his rights, the grant would have remained valid ;
while the fact that he never occupied it at all, and is not shown to have attempted to
occupy it, would make it void by abandonment.
An attempt is made by the claimant to weaken the force of what is said by the four
witnesses referred to by calling Jose Ynez Perea and Severo Martin. The former testifies that he thinks the ruins at Guadalupe are Mexican. He says, however, that the Mex·
icans and Indians alike have used pottery, and that where new-comers have brought
their utensils it is impossible to tell whether the relics are Mexican or Indian. The latter witness testifies that some of the ruins at Guadalupe appear to be Indiau, and some
Mexican, but that everybody says the ruins at Guadalupe Spring are Mexican. He was
only able, toweYer, to name four persons who had told him they were Mexican. The
first of these two witnesses s~ttled on the lat d in 1867, and says he is personally familiar with its localities, and tqe second moved onto it fourteen or tifteen :i ears ago wiLh
other settlers; but neither of them ever heard till r t' Cently of any claim to this land
as a grant to Jose Garcia, and they say nothing at all of the tradition that be eYer rethat the ruins there are those of his house. Both these
sided at or near Guadalupe,
witnesses are on the land as claimants under the laws of the United States, and are asserting title in common with numerous other settlers.
But the m.vthical character of this claim is still more conclusively demonstrated by
other facts. The claimant traces his title back to a deed made by the widow of the
grantee and her minor children to her son Antonio Ahad Garcia. in the _vear 179G, and
ev~dently :eli~s upon t~is deed as evidence of a valid, suhsisti11g grant, at that dat~. Hut
tbJS deed IS simply evidence of a cfaim then made to the land bv herself and children,
derived from her husband. It certainly does not prove the v~li<lity of such claim, nor
could sbe and he_r minor children convey it, if valid, according to the Spanish law. Under
that law gra~t fr 1m the Crown and property acquired by inheritance <lid not become
the commumty property of hnsl:>and and wife. The widow therefore had no title to this
~rant? if valid, whi?h she ~oul<l convry, nn<l she cert:1 inly con1d not diRFJOf.e of the lands
mhented by her mmor children. This deed therefore is a nullity, while it only throws
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' suspicion upon the claim setup under it. The widow u~dertook what s~e had n?_power
to accomplish, and it is not nnterial whether sh~ acted ignorantly but m good faith, or
as the conscious instrument of her son, who received _the conveyance. It should be observed that the averment that the grantee died iutestate is not supported by any proot,
while the three minor heirs whose interest in the claim could not be affected by this
deed, have never asserted a~y claim of the land. Whether Anton_io Abad. Garc~a took
possession of the land on the receipt of this conveyan~e, and therea~ter ~sed it as his ?wn,
does not appear. He may have declined to have anythiug t? do With ~t. He, too, ~s alleged to have died intestate, leaving Manuela as his only child and heir; but there 1s no
proof that he so died, or that this only h eir took po:-;st:'ssion ot the l~ncl or ass_erted any
claim to it,. It is alleged, hut not proved, that Manuela, who_marned Antom~ Lucero,
died intestate, leaving Apolonio as her only h~ir; bu~ slw certamly made no cl~im whatever to the land at that time, so far as the evidence m the case shows, but resides now,
and has resided all her life. at the Canon de Jemez; 20 or 25 miles from it. There is no
proof before me that any ot· the G-arcia family have ever occupieJ. the land, _or laid cla~m
to it since the year 17!:Jo, until very recent}y; and I have already shown by circumstantial
proof that the grantee never occupied it prior to that date. It is true that Gavino Garcia testifies that Apolonio Lueero "used to claim all the grant," but her claim seems
never to have been heard of by any one until within the past few months. She is now
sixty years old, l:',nd has been capable of taking care oJ herself ever since New Mexico
became a part of the United States; and the presumption i that if she had believed herself entitled to the land she would long since have signified her wishes by taking proper
legal proceedings.
Nothing is more perfectly uc1,tural, under these circumstances, than that this tract
should have been treated as a part of the public domain, and so regarded by everybody.
At the date of our treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo there was no ground for a suspicion that
it was privatP- property. It has been treated as a part of the public domain by the Land
Departm ent of onr Government ever since, and there bas been no shadow of reason for
treating it otherwise. The testimony shows that from 1,100 to 1,800 persons have settled
on it, and that many of them have asserted title under the homestead and pre-emption
laws, some of whom have received patents from the United 8tates. These settlers have
established prosperous towns and villages, as well as churches and schools, and their
possessions cover all of the tract that is fit for cultivatidn. Tbey have all understood
the bud to be !1 part of the public domain, and uo one has ever molested them, or questioned their rights as settlers. They have bad no knowledgewbateverofanyclaim to itas
a Spamsh grant till they h eard of the filing of this claim in this office. If Apolonio
Lucero lias not been inspired and manipulated by some one conversant with the tradition
of this grant who has been lying in wait for a profitable venture in real estate, the case
is a marvelous one, if it does Hot border on the miraculous. After sleeping soundly on
her supposed rights for a life time, it is now suddenly revealed to her that she is the
ow~er of a body of land twenty odd miles distant covering an area of probably more
tlrnn 100,000 acres. Would she have been so long in finding out her rights, if she had
·considered her title good? Would she not haYeput a price upon it commensurate with its
value? But she sells it to Gavino Garcia for $50, as stated in her deed. Ga vino testifies
that be pai~ h~r $100, an~ that, finding that he could do nothing with his purchase, he
conveyed his nght to Manaoo S. Otero, the present claimant, for $1. If these facts do
not pHlectly define a trumped-up claim, then no defi.uition would seem possible.
· The counsel for the claimant protests against the right of this office to inquire into
the consideration paid for this claim. He thinks it a "trespass upon private rights "
an unjustifiable interference with the '' private bm,iness" of his client, and that the ~xamination "must be confined in this proceeding to the question confided to the .i nrisdiction uf the surveyor-general by the eighth section of t.he act of 1H54. '' The len,rned
counsel seems to have lost his reckoning. Tlie act referred to makes it the express duty
of the surveyor-general to ''. ascertain the origin, nature, character, and extent'' of such
· claims. If the claimant did not wish to have his '' private husiness '' officially overhauled be should not have connected it with a claim against the United States and called
upon me to investigate it. In a case such as this, wholly unsupported by a.ny archive
?r written evidence, it is not only_ my right but my duty to inquire into every fact bearmg upon the bona.fide~ of the claimant.' It was material and propertoinquirewhether
the gr3:nte~ and his heirs ever treat.eel the land in question as their own by possessing
and usrng it as such. It was equally material and proper to ascertain for what amount
the alleged heir of the grantee conveyed to another a large tract of valuable land which
she professed to own, and bow much this other person received from the claimant on bis
purchase. If Mr. Otero bought for $1 a body of land which with a perfect title would
be worth from $50,000 to $100,000, it must he perfectly evident to everybody, except
the ~o~nsel for the claimant, that the transaction is not only very remarkable, but very
susp1c10us; and yet Mr. Otero on this shadowy semblance of a title asks this o.ffice to
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aid him in dispossessing hundreds of bona fide settlers under the laws of the United
States1 and appropriating to his private use land enough for a respectable principality,
while his counsel coolly warns me not to meddle with this '' private business" of bis
client!
I think I have thus made it appear that the claim in this case is utterl.v unwarranted,
even granting its alleged recognition by the Spanish Government in the three contiguous
grants known as the Ignacio Chaves grant, the grant to Miguel Montoya and Santiago
Montoya, and that made to Antonio Baca. Such re?ognition is perf~ctly consistent with
the views I have presented. I have caretully exammed these contiguous grants, ·and I
have heretofore recommended their rejectiou by Congress, mainly on the ground that
their conditions are not shown to have been complied with. On this ground alone I
would be obliged to disapprove the Jose Garcia grant. But I do so on stronger ground,
for in this grant there is not only no proof that its conditions were complied with, but
it is affirmatively shown that they were not. lt was not legally necessary to prove this
negative, but it has been done. The counsel for the claimant thinks I attach "too
much importance to conditions-subsequent,'' and'' that the;Iapse of a long period of time
without denouncement or forfeiture by Spain or Mexico is presumptive evidence of performance or waiver of such conditions." I can not agree with him. Evidence of continuous and undisputed possession may fairly imply a performance of subsequent con-.
. ditions, but where the land, as in this case, bas never been occupied at all by the grantee
or any of his heirs, I have no right to presume that such cor..ditions have been performed.
I think counsel for the claimant knows this. I only add, that while the grant to Ignacio Chaves covers only about four square leagues, it has been surveyed for 24:1,000
acres, and that, should it ever be confirmed, which I think very improbable, the grant
to Jose Garcia, even if valid in other respects, would very likely be found void by reason of uncertainty of its boundaries.
As I wish to deal with every phase of this remarkable claim, let me now inquire
whether the Spanish Government, in the contiguous grants mentioned, ever recognized
the claim now made in the name of Jose Garcia. I do uot say that no grant was made
to him, but my question is, if a grant was made, did it cover the land now claimed by
Mr. Otero? In seeking an answer to this question it becomes -6ecessary to examine carefully the title papers of the grant to Antonio Baca, which is alleged to form a part of the
boundaries of the grant to Jose Gareia. In this examination I concur in the main with
Mr. Fiske, who opposes this claim in the interest of the Ignacio Chaves grant. These
paper.s; how that about the year 1759 the Baca grant was made to him and his associates,
including Jose G-arcia, and possession thereof given by Alcalde Lucero, who, in. the words
of Baca's petition, "with no other moti,·e than his own will: distributed the said lands,
of'wbich I was already the owner and possessor, among Jose Garcia, Juan Tafoya, and
,Joaquin Mestas," etc. It is further shown that ,Jose Garcia, on be:ng cited before tbe
governor to explain his relation to the transaction, said in effect that he was one of t he
original grantees with Baca; that he, as well as Baca, was ejected from the grant, which
was annulled shortly afterwardH, but, t h at he induced the governor to regrant the land
to himself and Juan Tafoya. Alcalde Lucero testified that in the year 1759 he puL Antonio Baca in possession of the Baca grant; that subsequently he was "commanded to
cali together Antonio Baca, Juan Tafoya, and Jose Garcia, and notify them that the granL
he had made to them in the name of the said Antonio Baca be annulled,'' and that he
'' had heard'' that the same land was subsequently granted to Garcia, Mestas, and Tafoya.
Mestas testifie«;l that he knew nothing of the grant to Baca, but that a grant was made to
himself. .Juan Tafoya did not apoear, but sent his grandson, Bernardo Mirabel, to represent him, who testified that Governor Marin de Valle granted the land to Antonio Baca,
J nan Tafoya, and Jose Garcia, which grant was afterwards annulled, and that it was afterwards regranted to Garcia and Tafoya. Bernabe Montano testified that possession was
first given to Antonio Baca and Usebio Bae:a, Juan Tafoya, and Jose Garcia, but that the
grant was subsequently annulled, and that the land as he had also "heard," was thereafter regranted to Garcia aud Tafoya; and also that there had been a grant made to another
piece ofland on the identical tract in question, to Joaquin de Mestas. The other witne ses, Juan Bautista :Montano, Augustin Gallegos, Marcus Baca, and Isidro Sanchez, substantialiy agree with the testimony of Bernabe Montano, and from all the testimony it
sufficiently appea,rs, notwithstanding some diversity as to collateral facts, that a grnnt
for what is now knowa as the Antonio Baca grant was made in 1759, to Antonio Baca for
him. elf and his associates, Jose Garcia, Usebio Chavez, and Juan Tafoya; which grant
was snb. equently attempted to be annulled contrary to the laws of Spain, such annulling
bing without any bearin~ given to the grantees. AstothegrantwbichJoseGarciathen
claimed to have obtained for himself and Tafoya, no trace or hint of it is to be found in
1762, either in the archives or elsewhere; and this fact can not he construed to his credit.
No witness bas neen this Garcia-Tafo.va title. It had only been "heard of" even by A 1calda Lucero, within who e jurisdiction the land was situated. Under this testimony
Manuel Portillo Urisola, governor of New Mexico, before whom the testimony was taken
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on the 7th of October 1761 found that the only grant made was to Antonio Baca in company with Juan Tafoya, J~se Garcia, and Usebio Chavez: Thegovernortransmitted ?is
finding to Don Juan Ignacio Garcia Villegos, attorney-general, and the governor, actmg
under his advice, dispossessed Joaquin Mestas on the 20th of July, 1762, and restored
Baca to his possession of the grant of which Mestas, under a grant made without authority
Qf Jaw, and by a false claim, had sought to deprive him. Garcia and Tafoya were associates in the Baca grant, and were put in possession as such with him. Neither of them
was mentioned in the subsequent revalidation of the Baca title because those associates
in the grant were then in possession under a common title.
It seems clear, therefore, that the reference to Jose Garcia in the Ignacio Chaves and
Montoya grants, one made four years and the other six years after the litigation over
the Baca grant, were references to Garcia's ownership as associate grantee in the Antonio
Baca grant, and not as the original grantee by name of any land whatever. This, too,
is consistent with the reference to Garcia in the Baca grant. If, as stated by the counsel for the claimant, Garcia was ever ''ordered" to bring his grant to the attention of
any one, it nowhere appears that he did so, and the failure to obey such an order can
best be accounted for on the supposition that he had no grant to produce. At any rate,
a grant to Jose Garcia can not now be created in order to accommodate the views and
•purposes of the claimant as indicated in his sketch-map, which is arbitrarily drawn on
the theory that the Ignacio Chaves and Montoya grants not only recognize but locate the·
claim now made.
Something can not be made out of nothing. It is not to be supposed the Spanish
Government recognized a grant of which its archives contain no record. There was a
grant to Jose Garcia, as an associate ~rantee with Antonio Baca; and when Baca's grant
was confirmed and its boundaries fixed, the lands of Garcia were referred to as adjoining. They also adjoin the lands of Ignacio Chaves and the Montoyas, as shown by the
grants made to them, and this wiUno doubt appear, should Congress ever confirm them,
and a trustworthy survey be made. Nothing is now certainly known as to their locality
or boundaries. The existing surveys are preliminary merely, and without any validit,y
whatever. No fanciful theories are now to be followed in ai,l of the ''earth-hunger" of
claimants, while the stubborn fact must be borne in mind that the only grant to Jose
Garcia ever recognized by the Spanish authorities is that made to him as the associate
of Baca, which is disowned by the present claimant.
Respecting the Spanish law of 1813, to which the counsel for the claimant refers, it is
only necessary to say that it applies by its terms to lands '' belonging to private possession" at that date, and that therefore it has nothing to do with the case, I am considering; and that equally irrelevant is the reference to the Sebastian de Vargas grant, in
which the good faith of the claimant was supported by proof of years of continuous possession, which brings the case within the rule laid down in 2 Wall., page 279, before referred
to, and clearly distinguishes it from the Jose Garcia claim.
In concluding this examination it can scarcely be necessary to say that the claim relied
on must be construed strictly against the grantee. What is not given expressly, or by
necessary implication, is withheld. Jfthere is doubtastoitsvalidity, that construction
should be adopted which will support the claim of the Government, rather than that of
the indiviilual. If rights claimed under the Government be setup against it, they must
be so clearly defined that there can be no question of its purpose to confer them. These
rules of construction are well settled, and they are authoritati Yely recognized as applicable
to Spanish grants in the recent decision of the supreme court of this Territory in what is
known as the Canon del Agua case. In the light of these principles it is easy to see
that the claim in this case can not be sustained; and I therefore recommend its rejection
hy Congress.
Copies in triplicate of this opinion, aud of the other papers in the case, are forwarded
as i'eq uired.
GEO. W. JULIAN,
Surveyor-General.

U. S. SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE, Santa Fe, N. Mex.
I hereby certif'.y that the foregoing, on eighty-six (86) pages, is a full, true, and correct,
transcript of the originals from which it was made, which originals are on file in this
office, in the matter-of private land claim, reported as No. 160, in the name of Jose
Garcia.
In witness whereof I have hereunto subscribed my name and caused the official seal of
this office to be affixed at the city of Santa Fe, this 23d day of February, A. D. 1889.
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